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Otitis Media (OM), an infection in the space behind the
ear drum, is one of the most common childhood infectious
diseases worldwide. More than 70% of all children have at
least one middle ear infection by the age of six years. Among
them, approximately 5–10% of patients turn to chronic OM
which eventually causes hearing loss and sequelae.
The pathogenesis of chronic and/or recurrent OM are
multifactorial, including genetic predisposition, dysfunction
of the Eustachian tube, impairment of the mucociliary
system, hyperproduction of mucins, metaplasia/hyperplasia
of mucous cells, and active secretion of ions and water. No
matter what contributes to the development of the disease,
mucin production and mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia
are always problems in this disease.
Mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia occur in the middle
ear mucosa and tend to drive OM into a chronic status,
leading to abundant production and accumulation of mucus
in the middle ear cavity. Under the circumstances, this leads
to the development of an OM entity, that is, OM with mucoid
eﬀusion. Mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia is frequently
associated with chronic purulent otorrhea when the tympanic membrane is performed, making OM irreversible and
intractable. However, it is unclear how this event initiates at
an acute setting of OM and deteriorates in the chronic stage
of OM.
In this particular issue, there are seven papers in total,
covering the clinical areas and basic sciences relevant to
OM. In the clinical areas, there are five papers, dealing with
application of auditory brainstem response in the operating
room, measuring thickness of middle ear mucosa with MRI
and CT, hearing loss in cleft palate patients, otoacoustic

emissions in children with OM with eﬀusion, and appraisal
of pneumococcal vaccine trials. In the basic sciences, there
are two review articles, focusing on the role of Atoh1 in
mucous cell metaplasia and mucin production and mucous
cell metaplasia/hyperplasia, respectively.
In these two review articles, what has been discussed
includes the cellular events through which mucous cells are
induced from general epithelial stem cells; bacterial metabolites/inflammatory cytokines that modulate the development
of mucous cells in the middle ear, transcription factors and
other molecules that are responsible for diﬀerentiation of
mucous cells in the middle ear, possible factors that increase
the risks for mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia, and signal
pathways that are involved in the mucin disorders and
mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia.
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Streptococcus pneumoniae is the predominant otitis media pathogen and its prevention through eﬀective vaccination could
diminish childhood illness and antibiotic use. This paper reviews 5 pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV) trials that used otitis
media as an endpoint: Northern California Kaiser Permanente (NCKP; vaccine, 7-valent PCV [PCV7]-CRM); Finnish Otitis Media
(FinOM; vaccines, PCV7-CRM or PCV7-OMPC); Native American Trial (vaccine, PCV7-CRM); Pneumococcal Otitis Eﬃcacy
Trial (POET; vaccine, 11-valent PCV [PCV11]-PD). For the microbiological endpoint, vaccine eﬃcacy against vaccine-serotype
pneumococcal otitis media was about 60% across trials. Against the clinical endpoint of all episodes, vaccine eﬃcacy was 7%
(PCV7-CRM/NCKP), 6% (PCV7-CRM/FinOM), −1% (PCV7-OMPC/FinOM), and −0.4% (PCV7-CRM/Native American Trial);
34% against first episodes of ear, nose, and throat specialist-referral cases (PCV11-PD/POET). Both follow-up through 2 years of
age, for the 5 trials, and long-term follow-up, for PCV7-CRM/NCKP and PCV7-CRM/FinOM, demonstrated greater vaccine
eﬃcacy against recurrent AOM and tympanostomy-tube placement, suggesting that vaccination against early episodes of AOM
may prevent subsequent episodes of complicated otitis media. Although study designs varied by primary endpoint measured, age
at follow-up, source of middle-ear fluid for culture, case ascertainment, and type of randomization, each clinical trial demonstrated
vaccine eﬃcacy against microbiological and/or clinical otitis media.

1. Introduction
Otitis media is commonly an acute infection of childhood
that is most prevalent in children during their first years of
life. Otitis media leads to substantial healthcare costs related
to physician visits, antibiotic expenditures, and, for complicated cases, surgical procedures such as tympanostomy-tube
placement. Otitis media is also a major factor in antibiotic
use and the expansion of antibiotic resistance. Prior to the
advent of an eﬀective vaccine against the pneumococcal
serotypes associated with otitis media, approximately twothirds of children in the USA, for example, experienced at
least 1 episode of otitis media, and almost 1 in 6 children
experienced 3 or more episodes of otitis media in their
first years of life. In vaccine clinical trials in the USA and
Europe, where acute otitis media (AOM) was defined as
the presence of a visibly abnormal tympanic membrane

suggesting middle-ear eﬀusion plus at least one sign of acute
infection (e.g., fever), the rates of AOM episodes in control
groups generally ranged from 1.2 to 1.8 per child per year
(PCPY) in the first 2 years of life [1–4]. Identification of
the source of infection by tympanocentesis confirms the
diagnosis of AOM, but, outside of clinical trials, most AOM
is diagnosed clinically based on signs and symptoms without
confirmatory culture.
When there is microbiological confirmation that AOM
is caused by bacteria, the principal isolates are Streptococcus pneumoniae, Haemophilus influenzae, or Moraxella
catarrhalis with small contributions from Staphylococcus
aureus or Group A Streptococcus [2, 5, 6]. The most
commonly identified pathogen is S. pneumoniae which, prior
to adoption of the 7-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine
(PCV7), was isolated by myringotomy in approximately onethird to half of all cases [2, 5, 6]. Although more than 90
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serotypes of S. pneumoniae have been identified [2], a limited
number is associated with the majority of pneumococcal
illness [7]. In a review of clinical data published between
January 1970 and June 2008, the S. pneumoniae serotypes
most frequently associated with AOM were 6A, 6B, 14, 19A,
19F, and 23F [8].
Three pneumococcal conjugate vaccine candidates were
studied in clinical trials to assess eﬃcacy against otitis media.
The PCV7 vaccine targets the seven serotypes, 4, 6B, 9V, 14,
18C, 19F, and 23F, each individually conjugated to crossreactive material (CRM197), the nontoxic diphtheria toxin
analogue (PCV7-CRM; Pfizer [Philadelphia, PA, USA]) [2,
7]. An investigational vaccine containing the same seven S.
pneumoniae serotypes as PCV7-CRM, but conjugated to a
meningococcal outer-membrane protein complex (PCV7OMPC; Merck [West Point, PA, USA]), also underwent clinical development, but it is currently not licensed [9]. Likewise,
an investigational 11-valent PCV containing serotypes 1, 3,
4, 5, 6B, 7F, 9V, 14, 18C, 19F, and 23F, each conjugated
to a cell-surface protein of H. influenzae (PCV11-PD;
GlaxoSmithKline [Rixensart, Belgium]), underwent clinical
development but was not submitted for licensure [4]. The
seven serotypes 4, 6B, 9V, 14, 18C, 19F, and 23F, which
are found in each formulation, account for 60% to 80%
of the serotypes that commonly cause pneumococcal AOM,
and also account for most of the antibiotic-resistant S.
pneumoniae serotypes [2, 7, 14].
Five clinical trials tested these PCV candidates, and this
paper reviews trial design and methods, the control group,
eﬃcacy endpoints, and results against otitis media as an
endpoint. These trials diﬀered in important aspects that will
be considered, including the primary endpoint measured,
age at follow-up, source of middle-ear fluid (MEF) for
culture, case ascertainment, and type of randomization. As
well as diﬀerences in methodology, the studies also diﬀered
by characteristics of the control group, including rate of
otitis media reported from the control group, the underlying
prevalence of S. pneumoniae AOM in the control group, and
the proportion of vaccine-type AOM episodes in the control
group. Clinical trial results will be recapitulated, both for the
clinical trials and long-term follow-up.

2. Methods
The safety and eﬃcacy of PCV7-CRM was investigated in
two individually randomized, clinical trials—the Northern
California Kaiser Permanente (NCKP) Vaccine Trial and
the Finnish Otitis Media (FinOM) Vaccine Trial—and
in a community-randomized clinical trial among Native
American (Navajo and White Mountain Apache) children
[2, 3, 10, 15]. PCV7-OMPC was investigated as an arm
of the FinOM study [9]. PCV11-PD was studied in the
individually randomized Pneumococcal Otitis Eﬃcacy Trial
(POET) [4]. Table 1 summarizes the key features of the trials
[2–4, 9, 10, 12, 15].
Vaccine eﬃcacy in the trials with otitis media as an
outcome could be based on microbiological endpoints
(pneumococcus or vaccine-serotype pneumococcus isolated
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from spontaneous drainage or MEF isolates) or clinical endpoints (e.g., episodes, recurrence, or risk of tympanostomytube placement). Clinical trials during the development
of these vaccines found that their eﬃcacies against a
microbiological outcome, vaccine-serotype pneumococcus
in MEF isolates, were quite similar (about 60%), yet vaccine
eﬃcacies against a clinical outcome, “clinical episodes” of
otitis media, varied considerably (values ranging from −1
to 34%) [2, 4, 9]. With respect to clinical endpoint, the
primary otitis media endpoint measured varied by study, as
did the otitis media definition. For the NCKP Vaccine Trial,
the primary outcome was number of episodes of or visits
for otitis media, obtained from computerized records using
diagnoses registered by emergency and pediatric physicians
in the NCKP populations; for the FinOM Vaccine Trial,
it was number of episodes of culture-confirmed, vaccineserotype pneumococcal AOM (visibly abnormal tympanic
membrane suggesting middle-ear eﬀusion plus at least one
sign of acute infection) obtained by the clinical investigators
of the study; for the Native American Trial, it was visits with
clinically diagnosed episodes of otitis media, including AOM,
as documented by the patients’ treating physicians; for POET
it was first episode of vaccine-serotype pneumococcal AOM
(abnormal tympanic membrane or presence of MEF, plus
two predefined clinical symptoms within 14 days preceding
the clinical diagnosis) confirmed by an ear, nose, and throat
(ENT) specialist after referral by the patient’s pediatrician.
2.1. NCKP Vaccine Trial
2.1.1. NCKP Vaccine Trial Design and Methods. The NCKP
Vaccine Trial was conducted in 23 medical centers in
California, USA, from 1995 to 1998. Children were randomly
assigned to receive PCV7-CRM or control (meningococcal
serogroup C conjugate) vaccine, administered at ages 2, 4, 6,
and 12 to 15 months; they were followed until approximately
2 years of age and then until 3.5 years of age (long-term
follow-up, see 3.5.1., NCKP Vaccine Trial) [3, 15]. The study
enrolled a total of 37,868 children, 18,927 received 1 or
more doses of PCV7-CRM [15]. Otitis media was based on
diagnoses made by emergency physicians or pediatricians
in the NCKP-healthcare network [15]. A microbiological
endpoint was obtained from the 23 cases of spontaneously
draining ruptured tympanic membranes with culture of a
vaccine-serotype pneumococcus (intent-to-treat group, 17
from children in the control group and 6 from children in the
PCV7-CRM group; fully vaccinated group, 12 from children
in the control group and 4 from children in the PCV7-CRM
group).
2.1.2. NCKP Vaccine Trial Control Group. The study control
group included 18,942 children who received at least 1 dose
of control vaccine [3]. In the control group, there were
18,286 physician/clinic visits for otitis media among those
aged younger than 1 year, 21,721 visits among those aged 1
to 2 years, and 6446 visits among those aged older than 2
years [3]. Children aged younger than 1 year had a rate of
2.65 otitis media visits/year compared with 2.01 otitis media
visits/year for children aged 1 to 2 years and 1.18 otitis media

Meningococcal serogroup
C conjugate
Clinically diagnosed
episodes of otitis media,
including AOM

Otitis media visits, as
documented by the
patients’ treating
physicians, were recorded

Hepatitis B virus
All episodes of
culture-confirmed
pneumococcal AOM
caused by vaccine serotypes
Visibly abnormal tympanic
membrane (color, position,
or mobility) suggesting
middle-ear eﬀusion plus at
least one sign of acute
infection‡

Hepatitis B virus
Number of episodes of
AOM due to vaccine
pneumococcal serotypes
Visibly abnormal tympanic
membrane (color, position,
or mobility) suggesting
middle-ear eﬀusion plus at
least one sign of acute
infection‡

Meningococcal serogroup
C conjugate

Number of episodes of or
visits for otitis media

Obtained from
computerized records using
diagnoses registered by
emergency and pediatric
physicians in the NCKP
populations

Control vaccine

Primary otitis media
endpoint

Otitis media
definition

Prospective, community
randomized, double-blind,
controlled

Design

2, 4, 6, and 12–15 months

Prospective, individually
randomized (1:1),
double-blind, controlled

Prospective, individually
randomized (1:1),
double-blind, controlled
Prospective, individually
randomized (1:1),
double-blind, controlled

2, 4, 6, and 12 months

2, 4, 6, and 12 months†

—
1.4 episodes

1.24 episodes

—

Children aged 6 weeks to
24 months

Healthy infants aged
6 weeks to 24 months∗

4142 vaccine,
3903 control

8045

1997–2000

PCV7-CRM

Native American Trial
[10, 12]

2, 4, 6, and 12–15 months

1.24 episodes

—

Children aged 2 months to
2 years

Healthy 2-month-old
infants

835 vaccine,
831 control

1666

1995–1999

PCV7-OMPC

FinOM [9]

Vaccination schedule

—

2.0–2.6 visits

Children aged 2 months to
4-5 years

Children aged 2 months to
3.5 years

Study period

Incidence PCPY,
control group

Healthy 2-month-old
infants

Healthy 2-month-old
infants

Enrollment

1662
831 vaccine,
831 control

37,868

18, 926 vaccine,
18, 942 control

1995–1999

No. in vaccine and
control

1995–1998

Period

PCV7-CRM

FinOM [2]

No. of children

PCV7-CRM

Study vaccine

NCKP [3, 15]

Table 1: PCV clinical trials with otitis media as an endpoint [2–4, 9, 10, 12, 15].

Abnormal tympanic membrane
(redness, bulging, or loss of light
reflex) or presence of MEF (simple or
pneumatic otoscopy or microscopy),
plus two predefined clinical symptoms
within 14 days preceding the clinical
diagnosis§

First episode of AOM due to vaccine
pneumococcal serotypes

Hepatitis A virus

Prospective, individually randomized
(1:1), double-blind, controlled

3, 4, 5, and 12–15 months

0.12 episodes

—

Children aged 6 weeks to
24–27 months

Healthy infants aged
6 weeks to 5 months

2455 vaccine,
2452 control

4907

2000–2004

PCV11-PD

POET [4]
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Not performed

All children presenting
with respiratory infection
or symptoms suggesting
AOM if AOM was
diagnosed at the visit
MEF sample from
myringotomy with
aspiration for bacterial
culture and pneumococcal
serotyping

All children presenting
with AOM
MEF sample from
myringotomy with
aspiration for bacterial
culture and pneumococcal
serotyping

Samples obtained from
spontaneously draining
otitis media episodes for
bacterial culture and
serotyping

Native American Trial
[10, 12]

FinOM [9]

FinOM [2]

MEF sample from myringotomy with
aspiration for bacterial culture and
pneumococcal serotyping

Pediatricians decided whether to refer
children with AOM clinical features to
an ENT specialist for confirmation
and myringotomy

POET [4]

† 187

The primary eﬃcacy cohort included children aged 6 weeks to less than 7 months at enrollment who received the full vaccine schedule.
children in the vaccine group received a 23-valent pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine at the fourth (booster) dose, instead of PCV7-OMPC.
‡ Fever, earache, irritability, diarrhea, vomiting, acute otorrhea (not caused by otitis externa), and other symptoms of respiratory infection.
§ Ear pain, ear discharge, fever, irritability, hearing loss, vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy, or anorexia.
ENT: ear, nose, and throat.
PCV7-CRM: pneumococcal conjugate vaccine candidate targeting serotypes, 4, 6B, 9V, 14, 18C, 19F, and 23F, each individually conjugated to cross-reactive material (CRM197), the nontoxic diphtheria toxin
analogue; PCV7-OMPC: pneumococcal conjugate vaccine candidate targeting serotypes, 4, 6B, 9V, 14, 18C, 19F, and 23F, each individually conjugated to a meningococcal outer-membrane protein complex;
PCV11-PD: pneumococcal conjugate vaccine candidate targeting serotypes 1, 3, 4, 5, 6B, 7F, 9V, 14, 18C, 19F, and 23F, each conjugated to a cell-surface protein of H. influenzae.

∗

Source of MEF

Cultures of spontaneously
ruptured tympanic
membranes

Myringotomy criteria Not routinely obtained

NCKP [3, 15]

Table 1: Continued.
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visits/year for children aged older than 2 years [3]. The rate
of otitis media visits peaked at 10 months of age [3]. For
children aged 8 to 12 months, this translated to a rate of 22
to 24 visits per 100 children per month. For children aged 12
to 30 months, the rate was 11 to 12 visits per 100 children per
month [3].
2.1.3. NCKP Vaccine Trial Eﬃcacy Endpoints. The primaryeﬃcacy endpoint of the NCKP Vaccine Trial was the eﬃcacy
of PCV7-CRM in preventing invasive pneumococcal disease
(IPD) due to the pneumococcal serotypes included in the
vaccine. Prevention of clinical episodes of otitis media (i.e.,
number of otitis media visits, including AOM visits) was a
secondary endpoint [15].
2.2. FinOM Vaccine Trial
2.2.1. FinOM Vaccine Trial Design and Methods. In the
FinOM study, eight clinics were set up in three Finnish cities
between 1995 and 1999 [2, 9]. Families in these cities were
informed of the study through various public media, and
parents interested in participating presented to the clinics
for enrollment. Healthy infants aged 2 months received study
(PCV7-CRM or PCV7-OMPC) or control (hepatitis B virus)
vaccine as a 3-dose primary series at 2, 4, and 6 months
and a booster at 12 months [2]. (In FinOM, 55% of the
children born in the study area were enrolled.) Children who
were vaccinated with PCV7-OMPC received it on the same
schedule as PCV7-CRM, but with the following exception:
after 3 doses of PCV7-OMPC, about a fifth of study vaccine
children (n = 187) received, as the final 12-month dose, a 23valent pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine (Pneumovax 23
[PPSV23]; Merck [West Point, PA, USA]) [9].
During the study period, parents were encouraged to
bring their children to a participating clinic if symptoms
of respiratory illness or AOM developed. Trained medical
staﬀ performed myringotomy with aspiration of MEF from
all children presenting with any clinical symptom suggesting AOM to establish bacterial culture and pneumococcal
serotyping; MEF cultures were obtained during 93% of AOM
clinic visits [2]. New episodes of AOM were defined as those
occurring more than 30 days after a previous episode or
at any time after a previous episode if a diﬀerent serotype
or pathogen was identified [2]. The FinOM study design
followed all AOM episodes because, as the authors noted,
recurrent AOM is common [1, 5, 6]. In addition, all AOM
episodes were included in the analyses because selection of
a single event per child would likely have resulted, again as
noted, in biased population estimates due to the complicated
interdependence of recurrence and age [16]. Vaccine eﬃcacy
from clinical and microbiological endpoints was evaluated in
study children aged 6.5 to 24 months [2]. Most children who
participated in the FinOM study were included in the longterm FinOM Trial Follow-up (see 3.5.2., FinOM Vaccine
Trial) [13].
2.2.2. FinOM Vaccine Trial Control Group. In the FinOM
control group, there were 1345 AOM episodes in 831
children [2, 9], and 587 (71%) children experienced 1 or
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more documented AOM-related event(s) during the followup period, with a range of 1 to 15 events per child
(median: 3 events) [2, 9, 16]. The overall incidence was
1.24 episodes of AOM PCPY [2]. Among the 1345 episodes,
MEF was obtained from 1267 episodes, of which 1082
were culture-confirmed bacterial episodes [2]. The success
rate of obtaining a MEF sample was 97.2% when middleear eﬀusion was suspected and an attempt was made to
collect MEF by myringotomy [2]. At least 1 MEF sample
was available from each of the 1819 AOM events (among
2595 ears of patients with AOM, as an episode could be
bilateral) [16]. S. pneumoniae, as the only pathogen or in
a mixed culture, represented 44% of all bacterial AOM in
the control group (age range: 2 to 24 months [16]); 60% of
pneumococcal AOM was caused by serotypes included in the
vaccine and 20% was caused by vaccine-related serotypes [2].
2.2.3. FinOM Vaccine Trial Eﬃcacy Endpoints. The primaryeﬃcacy endpoint of the FinOM Vaccine Trial was the total
number of episodes of AOM due to vaccine serotypes [2].
Upon examination by the clinic physician, AOM in FinOM
was defined as the abnormal appearance of the tympanic
membrane suggesting eﬀusion, plus a single feature of acute
clinical illness such as fever, earache, diarrhea, or signs
of respiratory infection [2]. Secondary-eﬃcacy endpoints
included vaccine eﬃcacy in preventing first and subsequent
episodes of AOM, and eﬃcacy against recurrent AOM [2].
2.3. Native American Trial
2.3.1. Native American Trial Design and Methods. A doubleblind, community-randomized clinical trial conducted
among Navajo and White Mountain Apache children from
April 1997 to August 2000 compared the eﬃcacy of PCV7CRM for pneumococcal disease against a control (meningococcal group C conjugate) vaccine [12, 17]. Infants were
scheduled to receive 3 doses of vaccine at 2, 4, and 6 months
of age, followed by a booster administered at 12 to 15 months
of age [10]. This study used community randomization;
8292 children were enrolled, selected from 38 geographically
defined, residence-based randomization units that were
clusters of existing, well-defined communities, and 8045
of these children were included in the group-randomized
design of this eﬃcacy trial and received vaccine (PCV7-CRM
= 4142; control = 3903) [10, 13, 17]. At trial completion, 4476
children were eligible for a retrospective chart review based
on having been aged less than 7 months when they received
the first dose of vaccine, having received 3 doses of study
vaccine by age 12 months, and having had a minimum of 30
days between doses [12]. From this group of 4476 children, a
sample of 1000 charts was considered necessary to provide
statistical power; charts from 944 children were chosen
randomly [12]. Researchers evaluated “clinically diagnosed
episodes of otitis media (all types of otitis media diagnosis)”
occurring in study children until they reached age 2 years
[12]. The primary eﬃcacy subgroup (n = 856) met the
chart-review criteria (PCV7-CRM = 424; control = 432); the
per-protocol subgroup (n = 803) was first vaccinated on or
after 42 days of age, third dose was received before 365 days
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of age, booster dose was received between 365 and 480 days
of age, and there was at least a 60-day interval between the
end of the primary and the booster dose. Eﬃcacy in the perprotocol group was measured from 14 days after completion
of the third dose, while it began immediately after the first
dose in the primary eﬃcacy group. As a microbiological
endpoint, there were 51 spontaneously draining otitis media
episodes that grew S. pneumoniae from the eﬃcacy trial
population (n = 8292). From the 51 spontaneously draining
otitis media episodes that grew S. pneumoniae, serotype data
was obtained from 23 isolates collected for serotyping (11
PCV7 serotypes and 12 non-PCV7 serotypes); only the PCV7
serotype results are available [12].
2.3.2. Native American Trial Control Group. In the primary
eﬃcacy subgroup of children who met chart-review criteria
(n = 856), there was a high burden of disease; in the perprotocol subgroup of children who met criteria for ageappropriate vaccination (n = 803), there were 736 episodes
of AOM (816 otitis media episodes) in the control group
(n = 432), an incidence of 1.4 episodes PCPY: for all otitis
media of 1.5 episodes PCPY, and for AOM of 1.3 episodes
PCPY [12].
2.3.3. Native American Trial Eﬃcacy Endpoints. The endpoints of the Native American Trial included eﬃcacy of
PCV7-CRM in preventing IPD, as well as indirect eﬀects
of the vaccine in a community through reduction in
carriage and secondary attack rates due to the pneumococcal
serotypes included in the vaccine [10]. The primary eﬃcacy
endpoint used in the subanalysis that evaluated PCV7-CRM
otitis media eﬃcacy was prevention of clinically diagnosed
episodes of otitis media, including AOM [12].
2.4. POET
2.4.1. POET Design and Methods. POET was conducted in
pediatric centers in the Czech Republic and Slovakia from
2000 to 2004, and healthy infants aged approximately 3
months received 4 doses (a 3-dose primary series at 3, 4, and
5 months plus a booster at 12 to 15 months) with PCV11PD or control (hepatitis A virus) vaccine [4]. (In regions
participating in POET, up to 20% of the infant population
was enrolled [18].) Parents of these infants would bring their
sick children to local pediatricians, who referred children
with suspected AOM to ENT specialists who also were
participating in the study. The ENT specialist performed
tympanocentesis for bacterial culture and serotyping after
confirming the local pediatrician’s diagnosis [4]. Follow-up
for the per-protocol group started 2 weeks after the third
vaccine dose and continued until the age of 24 to 27 months
[4]. New episodes of AOM were defined as those occurring
more than 30 days after a previous episode or at any time
after a previous episode if a diﬀerent serotype or pathogen
was identified [4]. This trial focused on microbiological
endpoints in the first two years of life, and no long-term
follow-up of study participants was conducted.
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2.4.2. POET Control Group. In the POET control group, 499
clinical episodes of AOM (i.e., specialist-referral episodes)
were recorded in 2452 children who completed the study
per-protocol. Of these clinical episodes, 61% (306/499)
were culture-confirmed bacterial episodes [4]. Of the
306 confirmed bacterial episodes, 62% (189/306) were
culture-confirmed pneumococcal episodes; 75% (141/189)
of culture-confirmed pneumococcal episodes were caused
by serotypes included in the vaccine, and 12% (23/189)
were caused by vaccine-related serotypes [4]. The overall
incidence of AOM was 0.12 episodes of AOM PCPY (i.e., 12.5
episodes per 100 person-years of follow-up) [4].
2.4.3. POET Eﬃcacy Endpoints. In POET, the primary endpoint was eﬃcacy against the first episode of AOM due to
vaccine pneumococcal serotypes [4]. Upon examination by
a pediatrician and then an ENT specialist, AOM in POET
was based upon an abnormal tympanic membrane or the
presence of MEF, plus two predefined clinical symptoms
within 14 days preceding the diagnosis. The main secondaryeﬃcacy endpoint of POET was eﬃcacy against the first
episode of AOM caused by nontypable H. influenzae [4].

3. Results
The clinical trial results are summarized in Tables 2-6 [2–4, 7,
9, 12, 13, 15]. Per-protocol and intent-to-treat eﬃcacy values,
where available, are reported in Table 2 (e.g., otitis media
episodes, recurrent otitis media, spontaneous perforation,
and risk of tympanostomy-tube placement) [2–4, 9, 12,
15]. The number of microbiological isolates due to vaccine
serotypes in the control group or the pneumococcal vaccine
group is presented in Table 3 [2, 4, 9, 12]. In the long-term
follow-up (PCV7-CRM/NCKP and PCV7-CRM/FinOM),
vaccine per-protocol eﬃcacy against clinical endpoints (e.g.,
visits or episodes, recurrence, tympanostomy-tube placement, AOM-related ambulatory visits, or rate of antibiotic
prescriptions for AOM), and intent-to-treat values where
available, are in Table 4 [3, 7, 13]. The vaccine-attributable
reduction values (otitis media episodes, bacteria in MEF isolates, pneumococcus in MEF isolates, and vaccine-serotype
pneumococcus in MEF isolates), as calculated, are reported
in Table 5 [2, 4, 9, 12]. The vaccine eﬃcacy and vaccineattributable reduction values (i.e., number of cases prevented
per 100 children vaccinated), by clinical trial, are presented in
Table 6 [2, 4, 9, 12].
3.1. NCKP Vaccine Trial. The PCV7-CRM group included
18,927 children who received at least 1 dose of PCV7-CRM
[15]. In this study, eﬃcacy against vaccine serotypes was
66.7% in the per-protocol analysis of the subsample cultured
after spontaneous rupture (Tables 2 and 3) [15]. Vaccine
eﬃcacy in preventing the number of otitis media visits,
including AOM visits, was 7.0% (95% confidence interval
[CI] = 4.1–9.7) in the per-protocol analysis [3, 15]. Other
eﬃcacy results are shown in Table 2 [3, 15].
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Table 2: Vaccine eﬃcacy values in the PCV clinical trials with otitis media as an endpoint [2–4, 9, 12, 15]. Adapted with permission from
Fletcher and Fritzell, 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved [7].
NCKP [3, 15]

FinOM [2]

FinOM [9]

Native American
Trial [12]

POET [4]

Study vaccine

PCV7-CRM

PCV7-CRM

PCV7-OMPC

PCV7-CRM

PCV11-PD

Period

1995–1998

1995–1999

1995–1999

1997–2000

2000–2004

USA

Czech Republic,
Slovakia

Country

USA

Finland

Finland

No. of children

37,868

1662

1666

856

4907

2–24 months

6 weeks to
24 months

6 weeks to
24–27 months

Age

2–24 months

2–24 months

Clinical endpoints∗ : vaccine eﬃcacy, % (95% CI)
7 (4–10)

6 (−4 to 16)

−1 (−12 to 10)

0 (−19 to 16)
−3 (−21 to 12)∗∗

34 (21–45)

3/4

9 (3–15)

16 (−6 to 35)

—

5 (−52 to 41)
14 (−34 to 44)∗∗

56 (−2 to 81)

4/5

12 (2–21)

—

—

—

—

5/6

23 (7–36)

—

—

—

—

Spontaneous perforation

—

23 (−18 to 50)

—

—

—

—

28 (−225 to 84)
22 (−256 to 83)∗∗

60 (−27 to 88)

Otitis media episodes
Recurrent otitis media†

Risk of first tympanostomy-tube placement

20 (2–35)

4 (−19 to 23)

S. pneumoniae microbiological endpoints∗ : vaccine eﬃcacy, % (95% CI)
All serotypes
Vaccine serotypes

—

34 (21–45)

PP

67 (—)

57 (44–67)

ITT

65 (—)

54 (41–64)

25 (11–37)
56 (44–66)
60 (43–72)‡
65 (34–81)§

—

52 (37–63)

64 (−34 to 90)

58 (41–69)

—

—

53 (35–66)

—

66 (22–88)

—

8 (−64 to 49)

Cross-reactive serotypes

—

51 (27–67)

−5 (−47 to 25)
−21 (−98 to 17)‡
−25 (−88 to 49)§

Any other serotypes

—

−33 (−80 to 1)

−27 (−70 to 6)
−22 (−86 to 19)‡
−146 (−405 to 20)§

∗

See Table 1 for primary otitis media endpoint, otitis media definition, myringotomy criteria, and source of MEF in each study.
eﬃcacy group (see Section 2.3.1. Native American Trial Design and Methods).
† Number of episodes in 6 months/number of episodes in 1 year.
‡ Among children who received PCV7-OMPC booster, during a follow-up period lasting from 12 to 24 months.
§ Among children who received a final 12-month dose of 23-valent pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine (Pneumovax 23 [PPSV23], Merck [West Point, PA,
USA]) [9], during a follow-up period lasting from 12 to 24 months.
Reported values are rounded to whole numbers; dash line indicates not reported.
CI: confidence interval; ITT: intent to treat; PP: per-protocol.
∗∗ Primary

3.2. FinOM Vaccine Trial
3.2.1. PCV7-CRM. In the FinOM PCV7-CRM group, 1251
episodes of AOM were diagnosed among 831 vaccinated
children during the 18-month follow-up period [2]. Among
the 1251 episodes, 1177 were confirmed by the presence of
MEF, of which 965 were culture-confirmed bacterial episodes
(Table 5) [2]. Eﬃcacy in preventing total number of episodes
of pneumococcal AOM due to vaccine serotypes (obtained
by myringotomy), the primary endpoint, was 57% (95% CI =
44–67) in the per-protocol analysis (Tables 2 and 3) [2]. The
overall incidence of AOM was 1.16 episodes PCPY (versus

1.24 in the control group), for a vaccine eﬃcacy against the
number of episodes of AOM (first and subsequent episodes)
of 6% (95% CI = −4 to 16) [2]. Other eﬃcacy results are
shown in Table 2 [2].
3.2.2. PCV7-OMPC. In the PCV7-OMPC arm of FinOM,
1364 episodes of AOM were diagnosed in 835 vaccinated
children, of which 1279 were confirmed through the presence
of MEF, with 1073 culture-confirmed bacterial episodes
(Table 5) [9]. As described earlier (see Section 2.2.1), some
of the children in the PCV7-OPMC study arm received a
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Table 3: Case split (control group : pneumococcal vaccine group) for S. pneumoniae serotypes in the PCV clinical trials with otitis media as
an endpoint [2, 4, 9, 12].
Case split (control vaccine group : pneumococcal vaccine group)
FinOM [2]

FinOM [9]

Native American Trial [12]∗

POET [4]

PCV7-CRM

PCV7-OMPC

PCV7-CRM

PCV11-PD

1

—

—

—

1:1

3

13 : 13

13 : 11

—

17 : 20

4

4:2

4:1

2:0

3:0

5

—

—

—

0:0

6B

56 : 9

56 : 12

0:0

24 : 3

7F

—

—

—

1:0

9V

11 : 5

11 : 2

0:0

8:3

14

26 : 8

26 : 11

1:0

22 : 1

Study vaccine
Serotype

18C

17 : 7

17 : 8

2:0

5:3

19F

58 : 43

58 : 37

3:3

43 : 24

23F

82 : 33

82 : 40

0:0

18 : 5

∗

Data obtained from 23 isolates collected for serotyping (11 PCV7 serotypes and 12 non-PCV7 serotypes) from 51 spontaneously draining otitis media
episodes that grew S. pneumoniae; only the PCV7 serotype results are available.
For PCV7-CRM/NCKP, there were 16 cases of spontaneously draining ruptured tympanic membranes with culture of a vaccine-serotype pneumococcus in
the fully vaccinated group (i.e., child <16 months of age who received three or more doses of vaccine, and child ≥16 months old who had received four doses
of vaccine), 12 from children in the control group, and 4 from children in the PCV7-CRM group children. Four cases in fully PCV7-CRM-vaccinated children
were serotype 19F; distribution of vaccine-serotype isolates in the control group was not reported [3, 15].
Dash line indicates not reported.

PPSV23 vaccine as the final dose at 12 months after receiving
3 primary series doses of PCV7-OMPC at 2, 4, and 6 months
of age [9]. PCV7-OMPC eﬃcacy in preventing AOM due to
vaccine serotypes (obtained by myringotomy), the primary
endpoint, in the per-protocol analysis was 56% (95% CI =
44–66) (Tables 2 and 3) [9]. Vaccine eﬃcacy in preventing
all episodes of AOM was –1% (95% CI= −12 to 10) [9].
When these groups were split out, the overall incidence
of AOM caused by vaccine serotypes was 7.55 episodes
per 100 person-years among children who received 4 doses
of PCV7-OMPC and 7.66 episodes per 100 person-years
among children who received 3 doses of PCV7-OMPC plus a
PPSV23 final dose [9]. Vaccine eﬃcacy against AOM due to
vaccine serotypes in the per-protocol groups was 60% (95%
CI = 43–72) in the 4-dose PCV7-OMPC group (n = 631)
and 65% (95% CI = 34–81) in the PPSV23 final dose group
(n = 187) (Table 2) [9].
3.3. Native American Trial. Of the 856 children in the
primary-eﬃcacy analysis, 424 had received PCV7-CRM [13].
The PCV7-CRM-vaccinated children had a total of 1092
AOM episodes during the study period, giving an incidence
of 1.4 AOM episodes PCPY (Table 1) [12]. In the perprotocol analysis, there were 706 AOM episodes (785 otitis
media episodes) in the PCV7-CRM group (Table 5). Vaccine
eﬃcacy was 64% (95% CI = −34 to 90) against otitis media

due to vaccine serotypes, as measured in a subgroup of 23
isolates from spontaneously draining otitis media episodes
that had been collected for serotyping (Tables 2 and 3) [12].
Vaccine eﬃcacy against clinically diagnosed episodes of otitis
media, including AOM (i.e., “otitis media, acute otitis media,
bilateral otitis media, chronic otitis media, otitis media with
perforation, otorrhea, pressure-equalizing tube placement,
perforated tympanic membrane, serous otitis media, and
bullous myringitis”) was 0% (95% CI = −19 to 16) [12].
Other available eﬃcacy results are shown in Table 2 [12].
3.4. POET. In the PCV11-PD group, 333 clinical episodes of
ENT-referred AOM were diagnosed in 2455 children who
were vaccinated, of which 322 were episodes with MEF
obtained by aspiration, and 178 were culture-confirmed bacterial episodes [4]. Of the 178 confirmed bacterial episodes,
92 were culture-confirmed pneumococcal episodes (Table 5)
[4]. PCV11-PD vaccine eﬃcacy against first occurrence of
AOM due to vaccine serotypes in the per-protocol analysis,
the primary endpoint, was 52.6% (95% CI = 35.0 to 65.5)
(Tables 2 and 3) [4]. PCV11-PD vaccine eﬃcacy against first
occurrence of AOM due to nontypable H. influenzae (NTHi)
was 31.1% (95% CI = −3.7 to 54.2), the main secondary
endpoint [4].
Vaccine eﬃcacy against any episode of ENT-referred
AOM during per-protocol follow-up was 34% (95% CI = 21
to 45) [4]. (The overall incidence of AOM was 0.083 episodes
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Table 4: Vaccine eﬃcacy values in the long-term follow-up of PCV clinical trials with otitis media as an endpoint [3, 13]. Adapted with
permission from Fletcher and Fritzell, 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved [7].
Follow-up clinical trials
NCKP [3]

FinOM [13]

Study vaccine

PCV7-CRM

PCV7-CRM

Period

1998–1999

1999–2001

No. of children
Age

27,754

756

Until aged 3.5 years

Until aged 4–5 years

Clinical endpoints∗ : vaccine eﬃcacy, % (95% CI)
PP

8 (5–11)

8 (−2 to 16)

ITT

7 (5–9)

—

3/4

10 (7–13)

18 (1–32)

5/6

—

50 (15–71)†

Otitis media visits (NCKP) or episodes (FinOM)
Recurrent otitis media

∗∗

≥10‡

All tympanostomy-tube placements

26 (12–38)
23 (−10 to 46)

—
39 (4–61)†,§
44 (19–62)†,¶

Rate of AOM-related ambulatory visits

8 (5–10)

—

Rate of antibiotic prescriptions for AOM

6 (4–7)

—

∗

See Table 1 for primary otitis media endpoint, otitis media definition, myringotomy criteria, and source of MEF in each study.
of episodes in 6 months/number of episodes in 1 year.
† In children diagnosed with “chronic otitis media with eﬀusion.”
‡ Eﬃcacy against 10 or more episodes within 6 months.
§ Primary analysis set (see Section 3.5.2. FinOM Vaccine Trial).
¶ Secondary analysis set (see Section 3.5.2. FinOM Vaccine Trial).
Reported values are rounded to whole numbers; dash line indicates not reported.
CI: confidence interval; ITT: intent to treat; PP: per-protocol.
∗∗ Number

PCPY in the vaccine group versus 0.125 AOM episodes PCPY
in the control group [4].) Vaccine eﬃcacy against all episodes
of clinical AOM (ENT-referred and episodes that were not
referred to an ENT) was apparently not reported.
3.5. Trial Results: Long-Term Follow-up. Long-term followup information is available from the PCV7-CRM/NCKP and
the PCV7-CRM/FinOM clinical trials and is summarized in
Table 4. Where available, results for per-protocol and intentto-treat analyses are given in the table.
3.5.1. NCKP Vaccine Trial. The follow-up to the NCKP Vaccine Trial, conducted from 1998 to 1999, looked specifically
at otitis media endpoints (e.g., overall incidence, risk of
frequent otitis media, or use of tympanostomy tubes) in
children aged 3.5 years or younger [3]. Children received a
4-dose schedule (2, 4, 6, and 12 to 15 months), with perprotocol analysis beginning 14 days after completion of the
primary series. PCV7-CRM reduced otitis media visits by
7.8% (95% CI = 5.4–10.2) (Table 4) [3]. The reductions in
otitis media visits in the PCV7-CRM group versus control,
based on age, were 8.2% (95% CI = 5.1–11.1) for children
younger than 1 year, 8.7% (95% CI = 5.8–11.6) for children
aged 1 to 2 years, and 3.7% (95% CI = −1.8 to 8.8) for
children older than 2 years [3].

3.5.2. FinOM Vaccine Trial. In the FinOM Trial Followup, families of children who had been monitored until the
age of 24 months in FinOM and who were still living in
the area were contacted and invited to a follow-up visit
when the children were aged 4 to 5 years (Table 4) [13].
The primary analysis population comprised 756 children
(403 from the PCV7-CRM group and 353 from the control
group) [13]. Information on tympanostomy-tube placement
for the primary analysis was obtained through collective
review from medical centers of private patient records from
children in FinOM (up to age 24 months), parent interviews
at the follow-up visit, and district hospital records [13]. A
secondary analysis included 1490 children and used data
from hospital records up to June 2001 in the study area
[13]. Per-protocol vaccine eﬃcacy for all tympanostomytube placement was 39% (95% CI = 4–61) in the primaryanalysis population and 44% (95% CI = 19–62) in the
secondary-analysis population (Table 4) [13].

4. Discussion and Conclusions
These clinical trials demonstrate that AOM is a vaccinepreventable disease; the impact of PCVs on microbiological
endpoints (pneumococcus or vaccine-serotype pneumococcus), clinical endpoints, or both has been documented in five
studies that diﬀered in many respects, for example, primary
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Table 5: Vaccine-attributable reduction values based on otitis media episodes and MEF isolates (bacteria, pneumococcus, or vaccineserotype pneumococcus) from the PCV clinical trials with otitis media as an endpoint (PP groups) [2, 4, 9, 12].
Otitis media endpoint

No. of cases (no. vaccinated)
Vaccine group

Control group

Diﬀerence∗

Vaccine-attributable reduction†

Otitis media episodes
PCV7-CRM/FinOM

1251 (786)

1345 (794)

−94

12

PCV7-OMPC/FinOM

1364 (805)

1345 (794)

+19

NA

PCV7-CRM/Native American

785 (424)

816 (432)

−31

7

PCV11-PD/POET

333 (2455)

499 (2452)

−166

7

PCV7-CRM/FinOM

965 (786)

1082 (794)

−117

15

PCV7-OMPC/FinOM

1073 (805)

1082 (794)

−9

1

—

—

—

—

178 (2455)

306 (2452)

−128

5

PCV7-CRM/FinOM

271 (786)

414 (794)

−143

18

PCV7-OMPC/FinOM

314 (805)

414 (794)

−100

12

Bacteria in MEF isolates‡

PCV7-CRM/Native American
PCV11-PD/POET
Pneumococcus in MEF isolates

PCV7-CRM/Native American

—

—

—

—

92 (2455)

189 (2452)

−97

4

PCV7-CRM/FinOM

107 (786)

250 (794)

−143

18

PCV7-OMPC/FinOM

110 (805)

250 (794)

−140

17

3 (424)

8 (432)

−5

1

60 (2455)

141 (2452)

−81

3

PCV11-PD/POET
Vaccine-serotype pneumococcus in
MEF isolates

PCV7-CRM/Native American
PCV11-PD/POET
∗

Vaccine group minus control group.
† Vaccine-attributable reduction: no. of cases prevented per 100 children vaccinated, which is the diﬀerence (vaccine group minus control group) divided by
the no. vaccinated, then normalized per 100 children vaccinated.
‡ S. pneumoniae, H. influenzae, and M. catarrhalis, or any combination of these.
Dash line indicates not reported.
NA: not applicable. PP: per-protocol.

endpoint measured, age at follow-up, source of MEF for
culture, case ascertainment, and type of randomization [2–
4, 12, 15]. The primary endpoint diﬀered between PCV11PD/POET, defined as the first episode of AOM [4], and the
other 4 studies, where all episodes or all visits for AOM were
used [2, 3, 10, 12, 15]. The age at follow-up diﬀered as well. In
PCV7-OMPC/FinOM, PCV7-CRM/Native American Trial,
and PCV11-PD/POET, children were followed until the
second year of life [3, 4, 9, 10, 12], whereas children from
PCV7-CRM/NCKP and PCV7-CRM/FinOM were followed,
respectively, until the age of 3.5 years or until 4 to 5
years [13]. Investigators in PCV7-CRM/FinOM, PCV7OMPC/FinOM, and PCV11-PD/POET obtained MEF by
myringotomy with aspiration from children presenting with
the otitis media endpoint who matched the myringotomy
criteria [2, 4, 9]. For PCV7-CRM/FinOM, this included all
children presenting with AOM; for PCV7-OMPC/FinOM,
this involved all children presenting with respiratory infection or symptoms suggesting AOM if AOM was diagnosed
at the visit; for PCV11-PD/POET, pediatricians decided

whether to refer children with AOM clinical features to an
ENT specialist for confirmation and myringotomy (Table 1).
By contrast, MEF was obtained only from cases with
spontaneous rupture in the PCV7-CRM/NCKP and PCV7CRM/Native American trials [3, 10, 12]. Case ascertainment
included all otitis media events for 4 of the trials (PCV7CRM/NCKP, PCV7-CRM/FinOM, PCV7-OMPC/FinOM,
and PCV7-CRM/Native American) [2, 3, 9, 10, 12]. In
PCV11-PD/POET, ENT referral was not systematic and may
have been reserved for more severe cases. Subsequent to
publication of the results, the PCV11-PD/POET principal
investigator noted that POET was not designed to capture
every AOM episode, but only the most “disturbing” cases
that led to ENT referral [1]. A recent meta-analysis of
conjugate-vaccine trials noted that vaccines have a greater
impact on the most severe forms of AOM [19]. In a
reanalysis of the PCV7-CRM/FinOM dataset that applied
PCV11-PD/POET case definitions, the eﬃcacy of PCV7CRM against clinical AOM or against vaccine-serotype pneumococcal AOM was not aﬀected significantly by diﬀerences
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in case definitions. In emphasizing the completeness of
case ascertainment in PCV7-CRM/FinOM, the authors of
the reanalysis concluded that the reported diﬀerences in
vaccine-eﬃcacy values between trials were due to results
of several factors, including diﬀerences in study methodology, particularly case detection, as well as variations
in the epidemiology of pneumococcal or serotype-specific
pneumococcal AOM, or the eﬀect of PCV11-PD against
NTHi [20]. Finally, four of the studies (PCV7-CRM/NCKP,
PCV7-CRM/FinOM, PCV7-OMPC/FinOM, and PCV11PD/POET) used individual randomization whereas the
PCV7-CRM/Native American Trial used community-based
randomization.
For the microbiological endpoint, the vaccine eﬃcacy
against pneumococcal vaccine serotype otitis media was
similar across the following trials: 67%, PCV7-CRM/NCKP;
57%, PCV7-CRM/FinOM; 64%, PCV7-CRM/Native American Trial; 56%, PCV7-OMPC/FinOM; 58%, PCV11PD/POET (Tables 2 and 3) [2–4, 12, 15]. By contrast,
the values for the clinical endpoints varied between trials.
Against all clinical episodes, vaccine eﬃcacy was 7% (PCV7CRM/NCKP), 6% (PCV7-CRM/FinOM), −1% (PCV7OMPC/FinOM), and −0.4% (PCV7-CRM/Native American Trial); it was 34% against first episodes of ENT
specialist-referral cases (PCV11-PD/POET). Both for followup through 2 years of age for the five trials, and in longterm follow-up for two of the trials (PCV7-CRM/NCKP,
until 3.5 years of age; PCV7-CRM/FinOM, until 4–5 years of
age), larger values for vaccine eﬃcacy in preventing recurrent
AOM and reducing the need for tympanostomy tubes were
demonstrated, suggesting that prevention of early episodes of
AOM through vaccination may prevent subsequent episodes
of complicated otitis media [3].
An intriguing finding was the lack of vaccine eﬃcacy
against clinically diagnosed episodes of otitis media, including AOM, in the PCV7-CRM/Native American Trial, while
the vaccine-attributable reduction against otitis media in
the PCV7-CRM/Native American Trial was 7 cases avoided
per 100 children vaccinated, which is the same as the
value demonstrated for PCV11-PD/POET but less than the
value for PCV7-CRM/FinOM (12 cases avoided per 100
children vaccinated) (Table 5). Furthermore, PCV7-CRM
showed good eﬃcacy otherwise against the microbiological endpoint, pneumococcal vaccine serotype otitis media,
comparable to each of the other four clinical trials (Table 2)
[10, 12]. This lack of vaccine eﬃcacy against clinically
diagnosed episodes of otitis media may have been due
to a lower proportion of vaccine serotypes in the study
population, where only about half of all IPD was caused
by vaccine serotypes, which is a low proportion of vaccine
serotype IPD compared with other populations [10, 12].
In the AOM subgroup, vaccine serotypes were present in
11 cultures (8 in the control group and 3 in the PCV7CRM group) from 23 cultures overall of MEF obtained from
spontaneously draining cases, which is consistent with the
IPD findings, but because systematic MEF cultures were
not performed, this remains speculation [12]. The lack of
vaccine eﬃcacy demonstrated against clinical otitis media
also could be related to the use of community, rather than
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individual, randomization. This suggests that, interfering
with transmission, the basis of the “herd” eﬀect that has
been associated with PCV7-CRM vaccine, may play an
important role in vaccine eﬃcacy against all-cause otitis
media [17]. There also was no clinical eﬃcacy demonstrated
in the PCV7-OMPC/FinOM trial, which used individual,
randomization, although it is not possible to diﬀerentiate the
impact on any AOM between children who received 4 doses
of PCV7-OMPC and those who received 3 doses of PCV7OMPC plus a PPSV23 final dose because separate vaccine
eﬃcacy calculations were not provided.
In addition to the diﬀerences in methodology, the studies
also diﬀered in the characteristics of the rate of otitis
media reported from the control group, the underlying
prevalence of S. pneumoniae AOM in the control group,
and the proportion of vaccine-type AOM episodes in the
control group. The overall incidence of AOM in the PCV11PD/POET control group was low, approximately a tenth
that is observed in FinOM and other studies [20]. Whether
this was due to the POET study design, which may not
have reflected the full burden of AOM, or factors unique
to the location or time of the study were involved (e.g.,
antibiotic use, family size, or daycare-center population) is
unclear. The authors of a reanalysis of the FinOM dataset
that applied POET case definitions highlighted that [20]
“The AOM episodes captured may have been a subgroup of
the total number of cases.” The incidence of AOM PCPY
in the control groups of PCV7-CRM/NCKP (2.0 to 2.6)
and the PCV7-CRM/Native American (1.4) trials are more
consistent with the FinOM control group (1.24) than the
PCV11-PD/POET control group (0.12) (Table 1) [2, 3, 7,
10, 12, 15]. A diﬀerence in the underlying prevalence of S.
pneumoniae AOM in the control groups of FinOM (38%
of positive cultures) and POET (62% of positive cultures)
may be relevant to the observed diﬀerence in vaccine eﬃcacy
against episodes of otitis media [19]. The proportion of
vaccine-serotype AOM episodes was higher in the PCV11PD/POET study (28% of clinical AOM episodes in the POET
study control group compared with 19% in the FinOM study
control group), which may be due to true epidemiologic
diﬀerences or may reflect diﬀerences in case detection [20].
In the PCV7-CRM/NCKP and PCV7-CRM/Native American
trials, by contrast, microbiological samples were obtained
only after spontaneous rupture. Microbiological findings
from these 2 studies cannot help cast any light on the
issue because they present the number of vaccine-serotype
pneumococcus only, distributed between the PCV7-CRM
and the control group.
Based on the vaccine-attributable reductions documented during both FinOM trials, the PCV7-CRM/Native
American Trial, and the PCV11-PD/POET, the predicted
impact of a national immunization program with these
vaccines on otitis media episodes, bacteria in MEF isolates,
pneumococcus in MEF isolates, and vaccine-serotype pneumococcus in MEF isolates can be estimated (Tables 5 and 6).
The PCV7-CRM/FinOM trial can provide a good basis for
estimating the potential impact of pneumococcal vaccination. Adherence throughout the study was high (95%), rates
of AOM in FinOM were consistent with those reported in
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Table 6: Vaccine eﬃcacy and vaccine-attributable reduction values in the PCV clinical trials with otitis media as an endpoint [2, 4, 9, 12].
PCV7-CRM/FinOM [2]

Otitis media episodes

—

34%

57%

17 per 100

18 per 100

18 per 100

Otitis media episodes

Bacteria∗

Sp

Vaccine serotype

−1%

—

25%

56%

—

1 per 100

12 per 100

17 per 100

Otitis media episodes

Bacteria∗

Sp

Vaccine serotype

Vaccine eﬃcacy
Vaccine-attributable reduction†

Vaccine eﬃcacy
Vaccine-attributable reduction†

PCV11-PD/POET [4]

Vaccine serotype

12 per 100

Vaccine eﬃcacy

PCV7-CRM/Native American
Trial [12]

Sp

7%

Vaccine-attributable reduction†
PCV7-OMPC/FinOM [9]

Bacteria∗

−0.1%

—

—

64%

7 per 100

—

—

1 per 100

Bacteria∗

Sp

Vaccine serotype

Outpatient
visit episodes

Specialist
referral
episodes

Vaccine eﬃcacy

—

32%

42%

52%

58%

Vaccine-attributable reduction†

—

7 per 100

5 per 100

4 per 100

3 per 100

∗

Culture-confirmed S. pneumoniae, H. influenzae, M. catarrhalis, or any combination of these.
reduction: no. of cases prevented per 100 children vaccinated, which is the diﬀerence (vaccine group minus control group) divided by
the no. vaccinated, then normalized per 100 children vaccinated (see Table 5 for calculations).
Dash line indicates not reported.
Bacteria: bacteria in MEF isolates; Sp: pneumococcus in MEF isolates; vaccine serotype: vaccine-serotype pneumococcus in MEF isolates.
† Vaccine-attributable

most other studies, and nearly all (93%) AOM cases were
confirmed through myringotomy [2, 20]. During a 1.5-year
period (December 1995 to April 1997), more than half (55%)
of the children born in the study area were enrolled, and these
children were followed until the age of 24 months. Based on
this double-blind, randomized, controlled design, intended
to measure the direct eﬀect of the vaccine [2], the anticipated
impact of vaccination with PCV7-CRM is prevention of
approximately 12 AOM visits per year for every 100 children
younger than 2 years of age who are vaccinated (Tables 5
and 6). This has been realized in numerous surveillance
studies in the USA, where between 23 and 25 AOM visits
per year were prevented for every 100 children (less than 2
years of age) vaccinated [21, 22] (e.g., using data reported by
Zhou et al. [21], it can be calculated that 929 visits per 1000
person-years were prevented during the period 2001 to 2004;
divided by 4 years, this yields 232.5 visits per 1000 personyears prevented annually, or 23 visits avoided per year per
100 children vaccinated). The reduction in nasopharyngeal
carriage of vaccine-serotype pneumococci among vaccinated
infants and the consequential reduction in transmission
[23] established from a PCV7-CRM national immunization
program [22] may account, at least in part, for the fact that
postlicensure surveillance endpoint values are even greater
than could have been anticipated from FinOM. PCV7 uptake
nationwide was approximately 41% in 2002, 68% in 2003,
and 73% in 2004, when the US study was conducted [24].
Other possible factors on the impact of PCV7-CRM in the
US national immunization program include the long-term

positive impact on subsequent episodes of AOM resulting
from the prevention of an initial case of pneumococcal otitis
media in a young child [16], as well as any changes in the
management of otitis media that may have happened since
the widespread introduction of PCV7-CRM, variations in
the severity of seasonal influenza, or enhanced uptake of
trivalent-inactivated influenza vaccine among infants [21,
25, 26].
Clinical experience with PCV7-CRM since its widespread
adoption following initial licensure in 2000 demonstrates
reduced rates of all clinical episodes of AOM and reduced
rates of AOM-related outpatient visits and hospitalizations.
Changes in the burden of otitis media after availability
of PCV7-CRM vaccination include 36.4% vaccine eﬃcacy
against hospitalization for AOM in Italy (regional immunization program, 2 + 1 schedule) [27], 38% reduction in rates of
otorrhea per emergency department visit in Greece (national
immunization program, 3 + 1 schedule) [28], a 36% reduction in emergency visits due to suspected AOM in children
at risk for recurrent AOM (rAOM) in Sweden (randomized,
controlled trial, 3 + 1 schedule) [29], and, as noted, a
42.7% reduction in the rate of ambulatory visits attributable
to AOM in USA (national immunization program, 3 + 1
schedule) [21]. In PCV11-PD/POET, vaccine eﬃcacy against
first-episode, ENT-referred, and MEF-positive AOM caused
by nontypable H. influenzae, a secondary endpoint of the
study, was 35.3% [4, 30]. PCV11-PD is conjugated to
a cell-surface protein of H. influenzae [30], whereas the
other vaccines were conjugated to CRM197, the nontoxic
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diphtheria toxin analogue (PCV7-CRM), or to OMPC, the
meningococcal outer-membrane protein complex (PCV7OMPC). Although direct protection against NTHi might
have added to PVC11-PD overall vaccine eﬃcacy in POET
[20], protection against NTHi AOM in populations vaccinated uniquely with PCV7-CRM has been demonstrated.
Data compiled from the emergency department visit-based
study in Greece conducted in an 8-year period in children
aged 0 to 14 years with AOM events complicated by
otorrhea (i.e., MEF cultures from spontaneous draining
AOM) found that there were statistically significant declines
in the rates of otorrhea due to H. influenzae (−20%), as
well as pneumococcal otorrhea (−48%), and overall visits
(−38%) [28]. With respect to the randomized controlled trial
in Sweden [29], in addition to the reduction in emergency
visits, there were also statistically significant reductions
in AOM episodes (−38%) and ventilation tube insertions
(−50%) in children. This study had a particular design as it
was a clinical trial of children identified to already be at high
risk of rAOM because of a first episode before the age of 6
months, who were then vaccinated appropriately according
to age with a follow-up period that began 4 weeks after the
first vaccination (at approximately 8 months of age) and
continued until the child was 2 years of age; therefore, the
results of AOM episodes, emergency department visits, or
ventilation tube insertions among young children with a high
risk for recurrent AOM may be diﬀerent for AOM among
generally healthy infants, for example.
These improvements demonstrated that the availability
of PCV7-CRM vaccination has crucial implications for morbidity from childhood illness and for the direct and indirect
costs of medical care. In the USA, PCV7-CRM vaccination
of infants and young children has resulted in a calculated
32% decrease in average annual spending related to AOM
visits between a prevaccination (1997 to 1999) and a postvaccination (2001 to 2004) period, savings of almost a half
billion US dollars each year [21]. Compared with the years
1997 to 1999 (before vaccination became routine), antibiotic
prescriptions related to AOM decreased by 42% in 2004
[21]. Approximately 2 years after widespread introduction
of PCV7-CRM in the NCKP-healthcare system, for instance,
the percentage of penicillin-resistant (minimum-inhibitory
concentration ≥2 µg/mL) pneumococcal isolates among all
ages decreased from a high of 15% in 2000 to 5% in mid2003 [31]. Judicious use of antibiotics could be expected to
maintain these gains.
PCV7-CRM was first approved in 2000 in USA (Prevnar;
Pfizer [Philadelphia, PA, USA]) for active immunization
in infants and children against IPD and pneumococcal
otitis media caused by the serotypes in the vaccine, and
it was approved in 2001 in the European Union (Prevenar) for active immunization against vaccine-serotype IPD
in infants and children, subsequently also encompassing
noninvasive pneumococcal infections, pneumonia and otitis
media, caused by the serotypes targeted by the vaccine
[11, 32]. The PCV11-PD studied in POET was a prototype
vaccine that was not submitted for licensure, but a 10valent vaccine (PCV10), based on PCV11-PD and covering
the same serotypes as PCV7-CRM plus serotypes 1, 5, and
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7F, uses a mixed conjugate protein technology and was
first licensed in the European Union in 2009 (Synflorix;
GlaxoSmithKline [Rixensart, Belgium]) for active immunization against vaccine-serotype IPD and otitis media in
infants and children caused by the serotypes targeted by the
vaccine [30]. A 13-valent vaccine (PCV13-CRM) approved
in 2010 in the USA (Prevnar 13, Pfizer) and in the European
Union (Prevenar 13, Pfizer) for active immunization in
infants and children against IPD, pneumococcal pneumonia,
and pneumococcal otitis media caused by the serotypes
in the vaccine, which covers serotypes included in PCV7CRM plus serotypes 1, 3, 5, 6A, 7F, and 19A [33]. To
date, no otitis media-eﬃcacy studies or post-introduction
surveillance otitis media eﬀectiveness studies with the PCV10
or PCV13-CRM have been published.
In conclusion, otitis media is a common childhood
disease with potentially serious consequences for those
children aﬄicted with recurrent or severe manifestations.
Its prevention holds the potential to produce widespread
reductions in morbidity, antibiotic use (including the associated acquisition of resistance), and healthcare expenditures.
Although the PCV7-CRM vaccine appears to have had an
impact on otitis media morbidity since its introduction
into national immunization programs (such as in the USA
[21, 22, 24–26], Italy [27], or Greece [28]), otitis media
continues to be an issue due to changing microbiology and
other factors. If the newer vaccines, PCV10 or PCV13-CRM,
demonstrate a further impact in clinical trials or in postintroduction surveillance against microbiologically confirmed otitis media (e.g., pneumococcal otitis media, vaccine
serotype-pneumococcal otitis media, or otitis media due to
other otopathogens), clinical otitis media (e.g., otitis media
episodes, recurrent otitis media, or risk of tympanostomytube placement), or both, they will be valuable additions in
the eﬀort to prevent this widespread childhood disease.
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Otitis media (OM) with mucoid eﬀusion, characterized by mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia in the middle ear cleft and thick
fluid accumulation in the middle ear cavity, is a subtype of OM which frequently leads to chronic OM in young children. Multiple
factors are involved in the developmental process of OM with mucoid eﬀusion, especially disorders of mucin production resulting
from middle ear bacterial infection and Eustachian tube dysfunction. In this review, we will focus on several aspects of this disorder
by analyzing the cellular and molecular events such as mucin production and mucous cell diﬀerentiation in the middle ear mucosa
with OM. In addition, infectious agents, mucin production triggers, and relevant signaling pathways will be discussed.

1. Introduction
Otitis media (OM) is characterized by the production of
mucins in the middle ear mucosa. There are abundant
mucous cells (goblet cells) in the inflamed middle ear mucosa
whenever there is inflammation in the middle ear cavity [1–
7]. In a typical case of purulent OM or acute bacterial middle
ear infection, one thing an ENT clinical doctor would notice
is mucus, together with pus, in the middle ear cavity and/or
the external canal if the ear drum is perforated. In a typical
case of chronic OM, more often than not, otolaryngologists
would observe slimy substance or sticky mucus, like a rubble
band, accumulated in the middle ear cavity. Similarly, one
would see the same situation in the chronic mastoiditis.
There is always mucus production and accumulation when
there is an infection in the middle ear and mastoid mucosal
system. This excessive mucous production interferes with
mucosal function and plays a negative role in recovery
of middle ear function and, therefore, contributes to the
development of chronic OM. Many ENT doctors consider

mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia chronic, irreversible, and
intractable clinically.
Mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia is a pathological
term that describes an increased mucous cell population or
density in the upper respiratory mucosa upon infections
and/or other stimuli. It is usually determined by histochemical examination with Alcian Blue-Periodic Acid Schiﬀ (ABPAS) stain which identifies large molecular weight glycoproteins (i.e., macroglycoconjugates or macroglycoproteins) in
a cell. These macroglycoconjugates are heavily glycosylated
proteins (mucins) which are a family of glycoproteins up to
20 members. A mucin glycoprotein typically consists of 10–
15% protein back bones and up to 90% sugar side chains by
mass [8, 9]. Mucins, together with mucin chaperones such as
trefoil factors, are tightly packed into mucous granules that
are positive for AB-PAS stain (Figure 1).
In the middle ear, mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia is
a cardinal pathology in response to middle ear inflammatory
and/or immune reactions [5]. Similar responses frequently
occur in the airways in response to harmful insults [10].
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Figure 1: Mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia is identified with ABPAS stain in a piece of middle ear mucosa (from a chronic OM
patient) which contains abundant mucous cells (arrows, deep blue
areas) and accumulated mucin glycoproteins in the central area of
the gland-like structures. Amplification, ×20.

In the lung, mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia can be life
threatening due to its capability to block airway lumen by
secreting a large amount of mucus [9, 11–15]. Particularly,
this condition is referred to as chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases (COPDs). Cigarette smoking is the leading
cause of COPD by stimulating mucus production of goblet
cells.
The reason for mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia is
multifactorial [16]. External stimuli such as chronic microbiological infections, long-term exposure to other irritants
such as cigarette smoking, air pollution, and certain gases
such as SO2 can trigger mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia
in the respiratory tract mucosa [17, 18]. Clinically, bacterial infection in the middle ear is the most common
etiology. In children, the most common bacterium involved
in mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia is S. pneumococcus
and its metabolites. Indeed, OM with mucoid eﬀusion
is more frequently seen in child cases than adult ones
[19]. Experimentally, pneumococcal infection in the middle
ear of rats is prone to the development of mucous cell
metaplasia/hyperplasia.
In contrast, H. influenza tends to develop fibrotic disorders than mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia in animal
experimental OM models [20, 21]. Biologically, peptidoglycan polysaccharides (PGPS, metabolites of S. pneumonae) stimulates epithelial proliferation whereas endotoxin
(metabolites of H. influenza) promotes epithelial cell death
in cultured middle ear epithelial cells, causing necrosis or
apoptosis of the middle ear epithelial cells (Figure 2). This
may explain why S. pneumoniae tends to cause mucous
cell metaplasia/hyperplasia. However, both Gram-positive
and -negative bacteria are potent inducers of mucous cell
metaplasia/hyperplasia.Tos and Caye-Thomasen observed
an increased goblet cell density in acute OM, variable by
causative pathogen [22].
It is well recognized that mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia occurs in the acute event of middle ear infection but continues to deteriorate when there are recurrent
or chronic OM. It is diﬃcult to fully restore the mucous
cell population or density back to the baseline level once
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mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia occurs in the middle ear
mucosa. An episode of middle ear infection always adds some
goblet cells to the mucosa even the infection even is long gone
[22, 23].
Under normal conditions, few goblet cells exist in the
middle ear cavity. These goblet cells are usually located in
the orifice of the Eustachian tube, the partial promontory,
and hypotympanic areas, so called “ciliated track.” Goblet
cells increase dramatically following an acute middle ear
infection or an acute onset of chronic OM. These proliferated
goblet cells are all over the entire middle ear mucosa, not
limited to the ciliated tract. Unlike ordinary epithelial cells,
goblet cells are an integral part of the innate immune system.
Therefore, maintenance of a stable goblet cell population
in the upper respiratory tract including the middle ear
epithelium is very important. It is observed that goblet
cells are protected from apoptosis by a transcription factor
called Id1 which keeps goblet cells alive on a long-term basis
(approximately months). That is the reason why mucous cell
metaplasia/hyperplasia remains in the diseased mucosa for a
while (weeks to months after infections are dissolved).
Clinically, the disease mechanism for mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia is not clear, but perceivably it involves
persistent stimuli in the middle ear mucosa. Without
repeated stimuli of bacteria or bacterial metabolites, mucous
cell metaplasia/hyperplasia does not occur. Under normal
conditions, transient stimuli do stimulate the diﬀerentiation
of mucous cells in the middle ear mucosa, but the action does
not last for too long. For example, injection of middle ear
pathogens into the rat middle ear cavity induces transient
mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia which lasts for weeks to
months and then gradually subsides [24]. In other words,
mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia occurs because there are
chronic or recurrent stimuli persistently in the middle ear
mucosa.
However, the stimuli may be derived from chronic
infections and sometime just from bacterial metabolites. One
example is OM with mucoid eﬀusion; frequently, there is no
active infection in the middle ear cavity. It is well recognized
that some dead bacterial cell wall fragments or metabolites
are suﬃcient to keep the middle ear mucosa in a state of
mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia.

2. Mucin Dysregulation in OM
The first thing one would notice is that mucus is accumulated in the middle ear cavity when mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia occurs in the middle ear mucosa. It is
frequently referred to as “glue ear” when the tympanic
membrane is intact and mucins are accumulated in the
middle ear cavity. In chronic OM or postsurgery patients, it
is often referred to as “wet ear” in an open middle ear cavity
because of continuous production of mucins in the diseased
middle ear mucosa and persistent secretion into the surface
of the middle ear mucosa. It has long been speculated that
mucin upregulation is the first step for the epithelial cells to
become mucous cells.
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Figure 2: Pneumococcal cell wall component peptidoglycan-polysaccharides (PGPSs) stimulate the proliferation (a) of rat middle ear
epithelial cells whereas endotoxin (LPS) causes the death of the cells (b) compared with carrier treated cells (c). Cells were incubated with
PGPS at 20 ng/mL for 6 hours and stained with PCNA antibody. Brown in color indicates cell nuclei with positive PCNA antigen.

Initially, those epithelial cells, rich in mucin production,
remain nonmucous in terms of phenotypes, rather, mucinproducing cells. Mucin-producing cells are not necessarily
mucous cells. In the upper respiratory tract, ciliated cells also
produce limited amount of mucins, membrane-bound or
secreted. Anyway, these mucin-producing cells by definition
are not mucous cells, but they have the potential to become
mucous or goblet cells if mucin production is further
upregulated to a point at which cells produce only mucins
and mucin chaperones but no others. If the origin of
these cells is from ciliated cells, this is biologically called
transdiﬀerentiation of mucous cells.
Under normal conditions, the origin of mucous cells is
from epithelial stem cells above the basement membrane
[25, 26]. Transdiﬀerentiation occurs because there is an
emergent need of mucous cells to secret mucins to discharge
invading microorganisms. That is part of the innate immune
response. In such a cellular crisis, there is no suﬃcient time
for normal epithelial stem cells to respond and diﬀerentiate
into mucous cells step by step. It has been noted that
under normal conditions, the middle ear mucosa is not
populated with mucous cells because of relatively clean and
safe environments.
It has been known that approximately 20 mucin genes
have been identified, and 12 out of these genes have been
shown to be expressed in the respiratory tract [9]. In terms
of mucin(s) being upregulated, it is becoming clear that
MUC5B is the predominant one. The recent work done
by Preciado et al. has proved that MUC5B is abundant
in the majority of chronic OM patients [5, 27, 28]. This
is considered unusual because MUC5B is a major mucin
expressed in submucosal glands (mucous cells) not in
epithelial mucous cells in the entire upper respiratory tract.
Occasionally, MUC5AC may be upregulated in OM [28].
From this viewpoint, one would argue that chronic OM
triggers gland-like mucous cell diﬀerentiation in response to

middle ear infections [29]. Indeed, in the surgical samples
with chronic OM or mastoiditis, it has been observed
that gland-like structures with abundant mucous cells are
pathologically identified in the middle ear and mastoid area
[30]. Gland-like structures are often observed in chronic
OM patients (referred to as Figure 1). Consistent with this,
in situ hybridization clearly demonstrated that MUC5ACpositive mucous cells are populated in the upper respiratory
epithelium including the Eustachian tube whereas MUC5Bpositive mucous cells are populated in the mucous glands of
the upper respiratory epithelia (Figure 3).
In contrast, middle ear epithelial cells are negative
for the MUC5AC mRNA transcripts but spotty MUC5B
mRNA transcripts are identified [4, 5]. This tells us that
a transitional process of mucin members from the airway
to the middle ear cavity occurs. This observation was
confirmed recently by Preciado et al. that MUC5B mucin
is predominant in chronic OM patients [27, 28]. However,
other mucins such as MUC2 may be involved in middle ear
mucus of animal models [31, 32], but their amount is limited
or undetectable in humans if any [4, 5]. It has been noted that
mucin quantification and comparison is notoriously diﬃcult
and at the best semiquantitative. This is because of the high
level of glycosylation which represents a posttranslational
modification.
In a mucous cell, soluble mucins are secreted onto the
cell surface under the direction of trefoil factors [33]. Soluble
mucins expressed in mucous cells of the Eustachian tube
epithelium include MUC5B and MUC5AC under normal
conditions [4] whereas mucin expressed in mucous cells of
the middle ear epithelium under chronic OM conditions is
predominantly MUC5B in humans [4, 34] and Muc2 and
Muc5ac in rodents [31, 35]. MUC4 and MUC1 membranebound mucins are involved in OM but not major ones.
MUC5AC, MUC5B, MUC2, and MUC6 are known to be
clustered at a locus on chromosome 11p15.5 in human [36],
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Figure 3: Mucins MUC5AC and MUC5B are two predominant mucins in the middle ear and Eustachian tube areas. (a) MUC5AC is typically
expressed in the epithelial cells of the Eustachian tube. (b) MUC5B is predominantly expressed in the mucous cells of submucosal glands.
(c) Control for in situ hybridization in (a) and (b). Note: Black dots indicate the mRNA transcripts for MUC5AC or MUC5B.

bearing similar properties and functions of soluble mucins.
MUC5B in humans responds to chronic stimuli [28, 34],
while Muc2 in rodents responds to acute stimuli such as
inflammatory cytokine tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα)
[37].
As mentioned above, there are approximately 20 mucin
genes currently being identified from the human body. They
are either secretory mucins or membrane-bound mucins.
The former is a class of mucins that are synthesized as
monomers and then assembled into dimers or trimers in a
head-to-head or a head-to-tail manner to form polymers.
These mucins comprise mucous networks together with
TFFs and spread around after secretion to the surface
for protection of mucosal epithelial cells. On a smear,
one can clearly observe mucous strings and witness their
polymerization of soluble mucins.
Under a microscope, mucous strings are networked
substances (Figure 4). Under an electromicroscope, mucin
strings are linked head-to-head, forming polymers (Figure
5). Representative secretory mucins are MUC2, MUC5AC,
MUC5B, MUC6, and so forth. The secretory mucin lacks a
transmembrane domain and is, thus, doomed to be secreted.
Membrane-bound mucins are a class of glycoproteins which
are anchored directly to the bilayer of the cell membrane and
prevent the epithelial cells directly from contacting with bacteria, viruses, or other particles. Representative membranebound mucins are MUC1, MUC3, MUC4, MUC7, and so
forth.

3. Mucus Gel Composition in OM
Mucus is mainly comprised of mucins [4, 5, 38–41] which
impart viscous elastic and gel-forming properties to mucus
[11–15]. The major mucins participate in the mucus gel
and are secretory (soluble) mucins because of their watersoluble property. These soluble mucins are synthesized in
mucous cells, stored in mucous granules, and then secreted
onto the surface of epithelial cells by a regulated exocytosis
which requires an external signal, a specific sorting signal on
the vesicles, a clathrin coat, and an increase in intracellular
calcium.

Figure 4: Mucous strings are networked substances under a
microscope. Mucous granules are released from cultured mucous
cell clone derived from HT-29, and mucous strings are stained blue
on the cultured cell surface by AB-PAS. bar 50 μm.

Occasionally, membrane-bound mucins such as MUC4
may participate in the mucus of middle ear eﬀusion [5,
42] because these membrane-bound mucins are truncated
by enzymes from bacteria and/or inflammatory cells and
released into middle ear eﬀusions. Membrane-bound mucins
are biologically designed for cellular adhesion, pathogen
binding/shielding, surface protection, and signal transduction [43, 44]. In addition, water, ions, lipids, and proteins
such as mucin chaperones are integral parts of the mucus.
In a mucin, sugar side chains (glycans, both O-glycans
and N-glycans) can make up as high as 90 percent of the
total protein by mass. O-glycosylation is a major part of
mucin biosynthesis and requires an N-acetylgalactosaminyl
peptidyltransferase. It occurs in the central region of a
mucin molecule where there are numerous tandem repeats
(typically doszens to several hundred). N-glycosylation
typically occurs in the both end regions [9]. Recently, a
newly characterized linkage of C-mannose to tryptophan
(i.e., C-mannosylation) was identified in MUC5AC and
MUC5B mucins synthesized in vitro [45]. Usually, mucin
glycans contribute to the viscosity of mucins. The more sugar
side chains a mucin contains, the more sticky or viscous a
mucin is. Sugar side chains of a mucin contribute to the gel
properties of mucus. Not only do mucins serve the function
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mucins. With addition of TFFs to mucins plus mucin itself
multimerisation, the end result is the formation of a mucus
gel with high viscosity [5, 52].

4. Mucoid Effusion in OM
(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Mucin monomers are linked in a head-to-head manner in
a mucous gel, which is a basis for forming a mucous gel. The inserts
in (a) and (b) represent amplifications of a head-to-tail linkage (a
node-like structure, (a)) or a mucin backbone (a twisted rope-like
structure, (b)).

of protection, but they also act as lubricants and are integral
structural components of the mucociliary transport system.
Functionally, the sugar side chains act as receptors on cell
surfaces that wrap invading microorganisms.
Main mucin chaperones are trefoil factors (TFFs) [33]
which are represented by three members: TFF1(pS2),
TFF2(hSP), and TFF3(ITF) [46]. Among them, TFF3 is
expressed predominantly in the mucous cells of the small
and large intestine. Under diseased conditions, all the TFF
members can be expressed [47]. We have recently confirmed
the expression of TFFs in mouse middle ear epithelial cells
(Figure 6). In the human gut, TFFs and mucins are frequently
coexpressed in mucous cells in a closely related manner. TFF1
with MUC5AC, TFF2 with MUC6, and TFF3 with MUC2
[48]. Other mucin chaperones include beta-defensins [49],
secretory IgA [50], and lactoferrin [51], which also deserve
attention.
It is not clear whether the same relationship exists in
the middle ear mucous cells. The TFF motif contains a
hydrophobic binding pocket that could represent a binding
site for sugar side chains of mucins, probably the oligomerisation domain (also called cysteine rich von Willebrand
factor VWF/domain) of mucins, a common domain to
all mucins, located in C- or N-terminal domains that
permits disulfide bond to be formed between adjacent

One of the manifestations of mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia is accumulation of mucoid eﬀusion in the
middle ear cavity [4, 29, 34, 53–57]. It is natural, on one
hand, that mucus accumulated in the middle ear cavity if
the Eustachian tube is not functional. On the other hand,
excessive production of the mucus itself can cause the
accumulation of mucus in the middle ear cavity even though
the Eustachian tube is functional. The reason is that the
viscosity of mucus secreted by the middle ear mucous cells,
especially MUC5B mucin, is very high. MUC5B is one of
the most viscous mucins because of its size and capability
to form multiple molecules head-to-head as shown in
previous reports [4, 5]. It is known that mucins are linked
together by head-to-head or head-to-tail in a dimer or trimer
manner. Other nonmucin molecules may form noncovalent
interactions with mucins. The detailed linkage between
individual mucins in the intestine for secreted mucins has
been proposed as linear-polymer (N-terminal dimerization)
or N-terminal-trimer netwok (N-terminal trimerization)
models by McGuckin and coworkers [15]. While MUC5B
mucins are chained together in a long string or network
[4, 5, 15], this makes middle ear mucus very viscous and
diﬃcult to discharge.
One may argue that the dysfunction of the Eustachian
tube or the physical obstruction of the Eustachian tube
(ETO) may also cause mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia.
This issue has been studied recently in our laboratory and
others. We have shown that ETO alone mainly induces
accumulation of serous fluid in the middle ear cavity but
rarely induces mucous cell metaplasia in pathogen-free rats
[20, 58] whereas mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia may
be induced in non-pathogen-free rats. This diﬀerence may
be best explained by priming of the middle ear mucosa by
pathogens prior to ETO.
This notion is further supported by the observation
in cats that mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia with thick
eﬀusion in the middle ear cavity is readily induced by ETO
alone (unpublished data at the Otopathology Lab, University
of Minnesota). The reason for this appears to be that the
middle ear of cats is frequently colonized with bacteria
from the upper respiratory tract due to their relatively short
Eustachian tube. It has been shown, on one hand, that
pneumococcus-induced middle ear infection in rats results
in higher goblet cell numbers compared with H. influenzaeinduced middle ear infection.
On the other hand, multiple challenges with pneumococcus in the middle ear induced more goblet cells than a
single challenge in the middle ear of pneumococcus [20],
suggesting that repeated middle ear pneumococcal infections
or a long-term exposure to pneumococcal cell envelope are
important determinants for the development of mucous cell
metaplasia/hyperplasia in OM. In these experiments, it has
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Figure 6: Mucin chaperones are inducible in cultured mouse middle ear epithelial cells. (a) TFF1, TFF2, and TFF3 are barely detected by
reverse transcription polymer chain reaction (RT-PCR) in cultured mouse middle ear epithelial cells and are induced by TNFα and RA for
two weeks (TR). (b) TFF3 is induced by TR treatment for two weeks as judged by immunohistochemistry. Ctrl, control; bar = 5 μm.

been noted that bacterial remnants may remain in the middle
ear cavity despite the absence of viable bacteria, similar to
the human setting where bacterial cell envelope components
were present in the middle ear cavity although bacterial
cultures were sterile [59, 60].

5. Triggers of Mucous Cell
Metaplasia/Hyperplasia
It is well accepted that middle ear infection triggers mucous
cell metaplasia. Experimentally, we and others have shown
that bacterial infection or cytokine challenge of middle
ear mucosa results in mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia
[20, 24, 37, 58, 61–63]. Clinically, chronic OM with mucoid
eﬀusion is frequently preceded by upper respiratory tract
infection [19]. An inflammatory cascade of events typically
activates inflammatory cells, including but not limited
to eosinophils, lymphocytes, and mast cells. It causes an
immune response.
This inflammatory reaction not only mediates expression
of the mucin genes such as MUC5B but also mucous
cell metaplasia/hyperplasia via an inflammatory mediatordependent mechanism [5]. The middle ear epithelial mucosa
of rodents usually contains few mucous cells as judged
by histology or whole mount middle ear mucosa. Many
inflammatory mediators that cause mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia in OM were originally defined in rodents
[20, 58] and subsequently verified in humans [64].
Cytokines are well known to be involved in mucous
cell metaplasia/hyperplasia, especially proinflammatory
cytokines and T-helper 2 (Th2 ) subset-derived cytokines.
These cytokines include TNFα [37, 58, 65, 66], IL-13
[67–69], IL-10 [70], IL-8 [71], IL-9 [72], IL-4 [73], and
so forth. Loss of cytokines in mice such as IL-10 results in
reduced mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia in the middle
ear of mice although it does not completely deplete the
mucous cell population (Figure 7). It is noted that IL-9,
IL-8, and IL-4 overexpression in the trachea increases
mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia, but knockout of
IL-9 did not aﬀect the development of allergen-induced

mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia [74]. The role of
Th2 lymphocytes in mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia
was determined by animal models in which marked
mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia occurs in mice that
received Th2 cells but not in mice that received Th1 cells
[75].
In T-, B-, and mast cell-deficient mice, reconstitution
of CD4+ cells restores allergen-induced airway hypersensitivity, allergic inflammation, and mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia [76]. It suggests that mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia is dependent upon a subset of CD4+ T cells
(regulatory, natural killer, or cytotoxic T cells). Possibly, it is
a subpopulation of Th2 cells and their cytokines that mediate allergen-induced mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia.
Theoretically, inflammatory mediators that strengthen Th2
cell functions and increase expression of Th2 cytokines are
involved in mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia in the clinical
setting of allergy. However, this does not necessarily mean
that Th2 cytokines are indispensable in the inflammatory
setting.
Asthma is also known to trigger mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia in the respiratory tract. Typically, in asthma
patients, mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia in peripheral
airways is consistent pathologic characteristics of bronchial
asthma [77]. It follows a similar paradigm as seen in
bacterial infection; that is, systemic sensitization to allergens
followed by repeated exposure to allergens causes an allergic
inflammation. This reaction results in Th2 cytokine release
and subsequent mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia in the
respiratory tract mucosa [78, 79]. However, whether this is
true in the middle ear epithelium under the condition of
inflammation remains to be elucidated.

6. Signaling Pathways in Mucous Cell
Metaplasia/Hyperplasia
It has been well established that bacterial signaling at
mucosal surfaces processes that aﬀect glycosylation in
the literature [80, 81]. There may be more than one
pathways involved in mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia
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Figure 7: The middle ear mucosa in the wildtype (wt) mice responds to the challenge of nontypable H. influenzae (NTHi) and increases its
mucous cell number (c). The middle ear mucosa in the interleukin 10 (IL-10) knockout mutant (mt) mice exhibits fewer mucous cells in
response to NTHi infection (d). Arrows pointing to mucous cells.

of OM because of the importance of mucous cells in
physiology and innate immune defense against infections.
As described above, one well-recognized pathway is middle ear infection → inflammatory cell infiltration → cytokine
production → mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia [5, 58].
Whether there is an inflammatory cell-independent pathway
for mucous cell metaplasia in the middle ear was not known
until our recent studies showed that PGPS incubation with
mouse middle ear epithelial cells for 2 weeks in vitro led
to the development of mucous-like cells in a cell culture
system (referred to as Figure 9). This suggests that there are
inflammatory cell-dependent and -independent mucous cell
developmental pathways.
How mucous cells grow and diﬀerentiate in such a cell
culture system is unclear. However, this provides an excellent
model for the studies of mucous cell development. What
would be the receptors and signal molecules that mediate
the development of mucous cells? Firstly, TLRs are thought
as the ones that trigger the signaling pathway because they
specialize in recognition of bacterial pathogen-associated
molecular pattern (PAMP). Indeed, TLR2 mediates Gram+
bacteria and their metabolites for activation of host cells [82].
TLR2 is expressed in mouse middle ear epithelial cells, and
PGPS upregulates the expression of TLR2 [82].
Pneumococcus has been shown to bind to polymeric
immunoglobulin A receptor (pIgAR) or platelet-activating
factor receptor (PAFR) and enters nasopharyngeal epithelial
cells through pIgAR [83] and lung epithelial cells through
PAFR [84], but these receptors do not appear to activate host
cells.
What would be the post-NF-κB signal transduction
cascade in terms of mucous cell development? It is unknown

at the moment. Recent study indicates that Id1 is upregulated
by pneumococcus [24]. In transgenic mice, Id1 overexpression in mice resulted in adenoma (mucous cell dysplasia) in
the intestinal mucosa [85]. Transfection of mouse middle ear
epithelium in vivo with Id1 for a week causes the proliferation
of middle ear epithelial cells including mucous cells [86].
Transfection of middle ear epithelial cells with Id1 for two
weeks followed by ETO for four weeks (a two-step method
for induction of middle ear eﬀusion) causes mucoid eﬀusion
in the middle ear cavity of rats [86].
It is generally accepted that withdrawal from cell cycle
is a prerequisite for cellular diﬀerentiation. It has been
observed that Id1 has a dual eﬀect on middle ear epithelial
cell proliferation. Within the first 24 h of transfection with
Id1, rats had increased DNA synthesis, cell cycle progression, and cell counts. After 24 h, however, these cells had
decreased DNA synthesis, cell cycle progression, and cell
counts and downregulated the mucin promoter activities.
Correspondingly, transfection of the middle ear mucosa with
Id1 increased the epithelial cell number and mucous cell
counts (Figure 8).
Recent studies demonstrated that this process was associated with an increased expression of the Math1 gene
[86], suggesting that Math1 plays an important role in the
diﬀerentiation of mucous cells. Indeed, Math1 potentiated
the expression of mucins in vitro (Figure 9).
Math1 belongs to one of the helix-loop-helix (HLH)
families and can form dimers with Id proteins and antagonize the eﬀects of Id proteins, thus resulting in cellular
diﬀerentiation. In referenced studies, Math1 is required for
the diﬀerentiation of progenitor cells into goblet cells in
the intestinal epithelium, and the loss of the Math1 gene
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Figure 8: Id1 induces the proliferation of middle ear epithelial cells ((f), H&E stain) and mucous cells (arrows, (h), AB-PAS stain) compared
with empty vector controls ((e), H&E, (g), AB-PAS). Note that the thickening of the middle ear epithelium is increased in Id1-transfected
animals ((f), between arrows) compared with empty vector-transfected controls (e).
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Figure 9: Math1 plays an important role in the diﬀerentiation of mucous-like cells. (a) With Math1 being knocked down by antisense-Math1
(as-Math1), AB-PAS-positive cells are obviously reduced in cultured mouse middle ear epithelial cells. (b) With Math1 being upregulated by
sense-Math1 (s-Math1), AB-PAS-positive cells are remarkably increased. RA, retinoid acid; TNFα, tumor necrotic factor alpha.

leads to the depletion of goblet cells in the gut without
aﬀecting enterocytes [87]. Thus, it is possible that the Id1 and
Math1, respectively, regulate mucous cell metaplasia in OM;
Id proteins trigger proliferation of progenitor mucous cells,
and Math1 is responsible for the subsequent mucous cell
diﬀerentiation. This notion is supported by in vivo studies in
which overexpression of Id1 in the middle ear of mice caused
epithelial cell hyperplasia and mucous cell metaplasia [86]
whereas overexpression of Math1 in the middle ear of mice
increased the mucous cell population [86].
On the basis of Math1, there are other factors which
are important in the diﬀerentiation of mucous cells. As
discussed above, multiple signaling pathways are involved in
the diﬀerentiation of mucous cells. These signaling pathways

are linked to inflammatory cytokines and/or physiological
factors. There are many cytokines/chemokines/growth factors, as mentioned above, especially those Th2 cytokines
that are frequently linked to the diﬀerentiation of mucous
cells. In general, factors that are essential for the diﬀerentiation of mucous cells include fundamental transcription
factors such as Math1, proinflammatory mediator such as
TNFα, and epithelial cell diﬀerentiation factors such as
retinoid acid. Experimentally, the addition of these three
factors to cultured middle ear epithelial cells induces the
diﬀerentiation of mucous-like cells in vitro (referred to as
Figure 9).
In addition to Math1, other genes such as RELMbeta/FIZZ2 and gob5 are also relevant [88, 89].
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Mucous cell metaplasia remains to be a great challenge
for clinicians and researchers. There are no eﬀective means
of cure and prevention due to the lack of knowledge
about the pathogenic mechanism of mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia in OM. Identification of the molecular
pathways that mediate mucous cell metaplasia will not only
facilitate the understanding of OM pathobiology but will also
help develop eﬀective means of prevention and treatment of
chronic OM.

7. Future Directions
(1) Origin of mucous cells in the middle ear mucosa:
it is generally believed that all the epithelial cell
types, goblet cells, and ciliated cells, in the middle
ear mucosa, originate from middle ear epithelial
stem cells. Unfortunately, nothing is known about
the origin of epithelial stem cells in the middle ear
mucosa. Many eﬀorts and endeavors need to be
placed in this new area in order to understand how
mucous cells grow, proliferate, and diﬀerentiate into
the terminal mucous cells in the middle ear setting.
(2) Initial triggers of mucous cell diﬀerentiation: mutant
mice provide a chance to identify the genes that
are involved in the initial diﬀerentiation of mucous
cells. As mentioned above, Math1 may serve as a
trigger for initial diﬀerentiation of mucous cells. To
this end, Math1 conditional knockout mutant mice
are needed to prove whether Math1 is essential for
mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia in the middle ear
mucosa. If so, what is the next gene that pushes the
initial diﬀerentiation of mucous cells further toward
the terminal diﬀerentiation of mucous cells. In the
intestine, GFI1 and SPDEF are needed [90]. It is
unknown whether this is true to the middle ear.
(3) Therapeutic agents for blockage of mucous cell
metaplasia/hyperplasia: after identification of the
mucous cell diﬀerentiation genes, otological scientists should be able to study and identify agents
that can block mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia
based upon the understanding of the molecular
mechanism of mucous cell metaplasia/hyperplasia.
Much work needs to be done in this particular area
for identification of eﬀective agents to stop mucous
cell metaplasia/hyperplasia in OM.
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Objective. Otitis media (OM) is characterized by increased middle ear eﬀusion and inflammation of middle ear tissue. In this
study, we compared two radiographic methods of analyzing inflammation by measuring mucosal thickness (MT). Methods. 28
chinchillas were divided into three treatment groups consisting of a vehicle control group and two glucocorticoid groups. 6 underwent treatment by vehicle control, 10 were treated with ciprofloxacin 0.3%/dexamethasone 0.1% (DEX), and 10 received ciprofloxacin 0.2%/hydrocortisone 1% (HC). 96 hrs post-LPS inoculation, chinchillas were euthanized and their temporal bones were
removed for analyses. Results. MRI scans (F = 146.0861, P-value <0.0001) and histology (χ 2 = 40.5267, P-value <0.0001) revealed
statistically significant diﬀerences in MT measurements among treatment groups, whereas CT imaging did not. DEX-treated
chinchillas exhibited overall significantly smaller MT values. Conclusion. Imaging MT was eﬀective for determining severity of
inflammation due to OM. Previous gold standard methods using histopathology compromise tissue integrity by chemical manipulation and dehydration eﬀects. MRI and CT scanning are viable tools to preserve tissue and examine changes in MT. In this study,
MRI provided more information about internal, soft tissue structures. In a clinical setting, MRI could be used for diagnosing and
tracking severe or chronic OM.

1. Introduction
Considerable variation exists in the clinical diagnosis of otitis
media (OM). For the majority of clinicians, successfully diagnosing OM is achieved from accurate otoscopic examination
in which bulging of the tympanic membrane is evidenced
along with pervasive erythema around the ear canal [1].
Traditionally, the causes of OM are classified as eustachian
tube dysfunction or infection [2]. Consistent with findings of
infection, increased middle ear eﬀusion (MEE) coupled with
inflammation of middle ear mucosa and increase of mucosal
thickness (MT) take place as part of the body’s immune
response to foreign pathogens. Unchecked, misdiagnosed, or
inappropriately treated OM can persist chronically and lead
to complications. In order to control and prevent OM progression, some imaging modalities have been used to diagnose

and followup with treatment progression. Though there are
many imaging tools and few guidelines for their use, it does
seem that anatomic imaging vis-a-vis CT or MRI is frequently favored.
In the scientific literature, MRI is often used when more
accurate views of soft tissue are needed [3, 4]. Conversely, CT
is used to show the extent of bony changes [4]. In terms of
severe OM cases, CT use is important to identifying early
stages of disease and for assessing progression that involves
bony regions. Though MRI and CT seem to have clear delineations for their use, they are frequently used concurrently
and interchangeably.
Therefore, the aim of this study was two fold:
(1) to compare two glucocorticoid treatments in order to
evaluate drug eﬀectiveness in reducing overall MT,
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(2) to evaluate and compare the use of radiographic tools
(MRI and CT) in visualizing OM changes following
treatment.

The null hypothesis for this study is summarized as follows:
(H0 ) There is no diﬀerence in MT among treatment
groups as assessed by MRI, CT, and histology.

2. Methods
2.1. Animals. 28 chinchillas were obtained from Bowen’s
Chinchillas, LLC. All chinchillas were adult females, weighing
between 500 and 700 grams each. Upon arriving at the
Veterinary Medical Unit (VMU) at the Jerry L. Pettis Veterans
Medical Center, they were placed in isolation and observed
for one week. During this time, all chinchillas were screened
for absence of OM by anesthetizing them with isoflurane
(induction 3.5%, maintenance 2.5%) inhalation and evaluating each ear canal with a micro otoscope; they were all
confirmed to be normal, healthy chinchillas, with absence of
OM at baseline. All animal procedures were approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the Jerry L.
Pettis Memorial Veterans Administration Medical Center.
The 28 chinchillas were divided into three treatment
groups: 6 underwent treatment by vehicle control, 11 were
treated with Ciprodex: ciprofloxacin 0.3%/dexamethasone
0.1% (DEX), and 11 received Cipro HC: ciprofloxacin 0.2%/
hydrocortisone 1% (HC). The vehicle control was composed
of the sterile, preserved suspension used to make Ciprodex
and Cipro HC and was obtained from Alcon, Inc. This was
selected as a control solution over other potential control
substances, such as saline, because it remains as similar to the
treatment groups, but without antibiotics or steroids present.
The composition for the vehicle control includes benzalkonium chloride as a preservative, boric acid, sodium chloride,
hydroxyethyl cellulose, tyloxapol, acetic acid, sodium acetate,
edetate disodium, and purified water.
Ciprodex (ciprofloxacin 0.3% and dexamethasone 0.1%;
NDC number 0065-8533-02) was obtained as a sterile otic
suspension. It is a combination antibiotic (quinolone), steroid treatment commonly used by clinicians to treat acute
otitis externa and acute OM following tympanostomy tube
placement or with tympanic membrane perforation. Ciprodex confers broad-spectrum antibiotic protection with low
adverse eﬀects and minimal ototoxicity.
Cipro HC (ciprofloxacin 0.2% HCl and hydrocortisone
1%; NDC number 0065-8531-10) was also obtained as a
sterile otic suspension. Similarly, it is a broad-spectrum antibiotic, steroid treatment.
Ciprodex and Cipro HC are registered trademarks of
Bayer AG licensed to Alcon, Inc. and are available by prescription only. Their compositions are akin with the underlying diﬀerence being the anti-inflammatory corticosteroid:
DEX versus HC.
2.2. Procedure. Chinchillas were injected via the superior
bullae with 0.2 mL of their respective treatment. Two hours
later, chinchillas were inoculated with 0.3 mL of Salmonella

enteric lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and additional 0.2 mL treatments of respective treatments were injected into the inferior
bullae at 24, 48, and 72 hrs after LPS inoculation. At 120 hrs
postinoculation, chinchillas were euthanized using an 80 mg/
kg ketamine intramuscular injection. Following animal sacrifice, chinchilla temporal bones were preserved in 10% formalin for 72 hrs, then washed in 10x PBS, and finally stored
in 10x PBS, 0.1% azide at 3◦ C.
2.3. Radiographic Imaging
MRI. 18 intact chinchilla temporal bones were taken to the
Non-Invasive Imaging Laboratory at Loma Linda University
and imaged using Brucker MRI 11.7T, which produced T-2
weighted images (field of view = 3 cm; slice thickness = 1 mm;
interslice distance = 1 mm; number of slices = 30; number of echoes = 10; matrix = 256 × 256; resolution read =
0.0117 cm/pixel; repetition; time = 3593.9 ms; echo time =
10.2 ms; slice orientation = sagittal) (Figure 1). Temporal
bones were dried before imaging processes to reduce eﬀects
of water. MRI images were viewed and analyzed using Cheshire v4.3 software, where MT was measured using the ruler
tool which produced measures in pixels. MT was then calculated into mm given that 1 pixel is equivalent to 0.117 mm.
10-11 MT measures were calculated per specimen for 36
chinchilla middle ears (18 temporal bones × 2 sides = 36
middle ear cavities), providing an N = 380 data points.
Given that the MRI was T2 weighted, soft tissue MT in the
inferior bullae appear bright white against empty space,
bone, and residual water, which appears black (Figure 2).
CT. 14 middle ear cavities that were MRI imaged were taken
to the VMU at the Jerry L. Pettis Veterans Medical Center for
imaging using Scanco vivaCT 40 (slice thickness = 10.5 microns; number of slices = 140). Due to the fact that the specimens were half of the MRI imaged samples (see Figure 1), a
radiographic pin was inserted into the inferior bullae to facilitate CT imaging and maintain imaging consistency. Once
again, specimen were dried before imaging processes to reduce eﬀects of water. Images were analyzed using Scanco software. MT was measured in two ways: bone-to-mucus ratio,
and mucosal volume. In the images, bones appears white and
MT appears gray (Figure 2).
2.4. Histology. Following radiographic imaging, all chinchilla specimens were decalcified using 3 M EDTA over a
four-week period with 3 EDTA changes. Following decalcification, specimens were further reduced to a quarter of their
original size (see Figure 1) and placed in a paraﬃn processor
overnight. Paraﬃn-embedded samples were sectioned at 15
microns over approximately the bottom-most 6 mm area
of the inferior bullae. Sections were later stained by H&E
and analyzed using an Olympus biological microscope with
digital camera DP72. The DP72 computer software was used
for image capture. MT measures were made in Adobe PDF
Converter Professional oﬀ the images at unit length mm. In
the histology images, decalcified bone is the lower pink layer,
and MT is the middle and upper layers, appearing as a lighter
pink/darker purple layer (Figure 2).
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CT specimen reduced to make

Histology specimen

Figure 1: Description of specimen use. Each specimen began with a complete chinchilla skull, which was used for MRI imaging. Due to
the size limitation of samples in the Micro-CT machine, chinchilla skulls were halved to accommodate CT imaging. Once imaging was
completed, samples were further pared down to about one quarter of their original size for histology processing. Histology cassettes and
molds limited the size of the sample.

MRI

CT

Histology

114
34.713

Control
31.32
2.38 mm
141
34.205
HC
31.633

2.15 mm

126 19.723

DEX
1.66 mm
023

Figure 2: Imaging results compared by treatment group. Under the T2-weighted MRI produced images of MT that appear bright white for
both right and left inferior bullae, whereas the dark space represents bone and/or air. The CT images were made for either the right or left
bullae, with the bottom quadrant was targeted to match the MRI area that was measured. In the CT imaging, white represents moist MT. In
the third column, histology images are presented, where MT demarcation is indicated by the arrow, and the bright pink outside the arrow
bounds represents bone.
Table 1: Tukey’s followup analysis for MRI measures of MT. MT measures across treatment grouping show that DEX was successful at
reducing MT values when compared to both control and HC treated groups.
Treatment comparison
Control-HC
Control-DEX
HC-Control
HC-DEX
DEX-Control
DEX-HC

MT measures by MRI imaging α = 0.05
Diﬀerence between means
2.31
24.678
−2.31
22.368
−24.678
−22.368

Confidence limits
−1.199, 5.819
21.169, 28.188
−5.819, 1.199
19.776, 24.96
−28.188, −21.169
−24.960, −19.776
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Boxplot of mucosal thickness by treatment—MRI imaging

Mucosal thickness (mm)
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20

0
DEX
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Figure 3: Boxplot of mucosal thickness by MRI Imaging. While there are some outliers present in the HC and control groups, the overall
relationship of MT measures across treatment groups is statistically diﬀerent, with DEX exhibiting significant MT reduction (N = 380,
α = 0.05, F = 146.0861, P-value <0.0001). MRI MT measures were based in millimeters (mm).
Table 2: Tukey’s followup analysis for Histology measures of MT. Histology confirmed MRI results for DEX eﬃcacy at reducing MT. Though
HC was eﬀective at reducing MT when compared to control alone, the diﬀerence was not statistically significant. Only DEX significantly
reduced MT compared to both HC and control treatment groups. The diﬀerences between means reported by histology are similar to
those reported by MRI but seem smaller in magnitude. This may be attributed to histoprocesses that compromise tissue integrity (i.e., MT
desiccation due to various chemical changes, other eﬀects on MT resulting from paraﬃn impregnation, etc.). Diﬀerences in histology and
MRI findings could also result from a diﬀerence in sample siza. N = 380 for MRI and N = 194 for histology.
Treatment comparison
Control-HC
Control-DEX
HC-Control
HC-DEX
DEX-Control
DEX-HC

MT measures by Histology α = 0.05
Diﬀerence between means
0.121
0.690
−0.121
0.569
−0.690
−0.569

2.5. Statistics. SAS 9.1 was used to analyze significance of MT
values and produce boxplots. Microsoft Excel was used to
generate bar charts and tables.

3. Results
MRI MT values were evaluated by treatment groups. The
dataset consisted of N = 380 data points, with an overall
and treatment group stratified distribution that appeared
normal. ANOVA testing produced statistically diﬀerent measures of MT among treatment groups (F = 146.0861, P-value
<0.0001) (Figure 3). Post-hoc testing by Tukey revealed significant (α = 0.05) mean diﬀerences between treatment
groups (Table 1). Box-plots and bar charts were created to
represent the findings (Figures 3 and 6).
CT MT values were also evaluated by treatment groups.
The dataset was smaller, with an N = 14. The overall and
group stratified distribution was grossly nonparametric.
Kruskal-Wallis was used to analyze global diﬀerences across
treatment groups but did not find any statistical significance
when analyzing bone to mucosal thickness ratios (χ 2 =
1.2404, P-value = 0.5378) and total average calculated mucosal volume (χ 2 = 0.9762, P-value = 0.6138). Box-plots and

Confidence limits
−0.17271, 0.415
0.40969, 0.971
-0.41537, 0.173
0.33475, 0.803
−0.97086, −0.410
−0.80314, −0.335

bar charts were generated to show trends, but no additional
post-hoc testing was conducted (Figures 4 and 7).
Histology MT values were evaluated by treatment groups.
The dataset consisted of N = 194 measures. The overall and
group stratified distributions were nonnormative. KruskalWallis was used to evaluate diﬀerence across treatment
groups and revealed a significant finding (χ 2 = 40.5267,
P-value <0.0001). Post-hoc testing with Tukey was conducted on the data and showed statistically significant diﬀerences
(α = 0.05) between groups (Table 2). Box-plots and bar
charts were made to show these diﬀerences graphically
(Figures 5 and 6).
For both MRI and histology findings DEX-treated samples exhibited reduced MT compared to HC-treated and
vehicle control subjects.

4. Discussion
Previous research investigating OM found that diagnosis and
prognosis using anatomical imaging such as CT and MRI
were preferred over nuclear medicine approaches. Furthermore, researchers found that by comparison to CT, MRI was
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Boxplot of mucosal volume by treatment—CT imaging

Boxplot of mucosal thickness by treatment—Histology
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Figure 4: Boxplot of mucosal thickness by CT Imaging. Findings by
CT also reveal that DEX treated chinchillas had less MT thickness
when compared to the other groups. While the overall trend is
comparable to the MRI and Histology results, the CT findings are
not statistically significant at an α = 0.05 level due to the small
sample size (N = 14, χ 2 = 0.9762, P-value = 0.6138). CT measures
of MT were based on mucosal volume (mm3 ).

HC
Treatment

Control

Figure 5: Boxplot of mucosal thickness by Histology. Histology
results also show the reduced MT in the DEX-treated specimen
compared to the other treatment groups. The findings were statistically significant (N = 194, α = 0.05. χ 2 = 40.5267, P-value
<0.0001). Histology measures of MT were made in millimeters
(mm).

Average MT by MRI and Histology
Mucosal
thickness (mm)

4
3
2
1
0

MRI
Histology

DEX
1.844
0.99

HC
4.461
1.56

Control
4.731
1.68

Figure 6: Measuring MT by MRI and Histology. This bar chart is a
comparison of two methods for measuring MT, which show comparable findings. Both MRI and Histology methods reveal that DEXtreated chinchillas produced less mucosal thickness when compared
to HC-treated and control groups. The disparity in the MT thickness is likely due to the specimen handling during histology, which
requires use of various desiccating substances.

Mucosal thickness
volume (mm3 )

better at exploring soft tissue changes over time [4]. Similarly, an investigation into chronic OM aﬀecting the temporo-mandibular joint found the utility of MRI for imaging
intracranial soft tissue masses and thrombosis of sinus tranversus to evaluate mastoiditis prior to therapeutic surgical
techniques [5]. In this same study, investigators also used
CT to reveal anatomical changes in bone and surrounding
soft tissue mass but found that MRI provided more detailed
analyses of infection severity by imaging soft tissue swelling
[5]. Unoﬃcial consensus favors MRI for its cost eﬀectiveness,
availability, high resolution, image detail, and absence of
radioactivity [6].
In this investigation, we found additional support for
MRI use in imaging inflammation and specifically for tracking OM by means of MT. Our MRI data were easy to extract
and analyze, producing an adequate sample size estimation
of MT outcomes across groups. Our CT data were based
on a relatively smaller sample size due to imaging demands
and resources. CT results were somewhat harder to evaluate
because of the high bone resolution and lower resolution
mucosal layer. Given that our MRI and CT data were not
exactly comparable, and previous reviews have commented
on the inaccuracy of imaging OM [7], histology served as the
point of reference. From histology results, we are able to confirm the utility of MRI for imaging MT as an inflammatory
marker of OM. For future investigations, however, contrast
enhanced MRI-imaging of in-vivo, inoculated specimen
would provide greater detail of OM processes and changes
over time; in-vivo imaging practices would parallel clinical
manifestations more accurately.
This investigation also highlighted the promising role
of DEX for improving inflammation of OM. MT measures
across treatment groups using all analytic methods (MRI,
CT, and histology) showed that DEX was more eﬀective
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0.035
0.03
0.025
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005
0
CT

Average MT by CT

DEX
0.021

HC
0.026

Control
0.029

Figure 7: Measuring MT by CT. Measuring mucosal thickness by
CT imaging produced measures of MT volume, which is why this
bar chart stands alone. The findings, however, are similar to those
observed in Figure 6, where DEX-treated chinchillas had less MT
thickness compared to the other treatment groups.
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at decreasing MT. The use of DEX in combination with
antibiotics seems to be a more eﬀective treatment to reduce
inflammation in the middle ear. MRI seems to be a better
imaging method of determining stage and severity of acute
or chronic OM.
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A key issue in otitis media is mucous cell metaplasia which is responsible for mucous hypersecretion and persistence of the disease.
However, little is known about the molecular mechanisms of mucous cell metaplasia in otitis media. Numerous studies of intestinal
epithelial homeostasis have shown that Atonal homolog 1 (Atoh1), a basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factor, is essential
for the intestinal goblet cell diﬀerentiation. On the other hand, SAM-pointed domain-containing Ets transcription factor (SPDEF),
a member of the “Ets” transcription factor family, has been reported to trigger the mucous cell metaplasia of pulmonary infectious
diseases or athsma. Recent studies have demonstrated the relation of these factors, that is, Spdef functions downstream of Atoh1.
We could take the adventages of these findings for the study of otitis media because both middle ear and pulmonary epithelia
belong to the same respiratory tract. Atoh1 and SPDEF could be the therapeutic targets for otitis media associated with mucous
cell metaplasia which is frequently considered “intractable” in the clinical settings.

1. Mucous Cell Metaplasia in Intractable
Otitis Media
One of the most characteristic features of intractable otitis
media is mucous hypersecretion. Chronic otitis media,
caused by a prolonged bacterial infection, is characterized by
ear discharge that is rich in mucus. Otitis media with mucoid
eﬀusion, common in young child otitis media patients and
caused by a combination of bacterial infection and dysfunction of the Eustachian tube [1], is characterized by thick fluid
accumulation in the middle ear cavity. Eosinophilic otitis
media, which is a newly recognized intractable otitis media
with bronchial asthma, is characterised by the presence of a
highly viscous yellow eﬀusion containing eosinophils [2].
The pathological basis of the mucous hypersecretion is
mucous cell metaplasia, abnormal transformation of the
normal respiratory tract mucosa into a thickened mucosa
with a high density of the goblet cell population in response

to microorganic infections or asthma. In a murine model of
asthma, there was a dramatic increase in goblet cell number
accompanied by a 75% decrease in Clara cells and a 25%
decrease in ciliated cells after allergen challenge with a total
number of epithelial cells being constant [3]. The increase
of goblet cells and decrease of ciliated cells are also reported
in the rat model of otitis media with eﬀusion induced by
the endotoxin plus Eustachian tube obstruction [4]. These
findings suggest that the ciliated cells convert to goblet cells
under the pathological conditions via a biologic process
called cell transdiﬀerentiation. It has been demonstrated that
various materials such as bacteria [1], lipopolysaccharide [5],
tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) [6], and interleukin10 (IL-10) [7] are involved in mucous cell metaplasia of the
middle ear mucosa.
Mucins serve critical functions in the host defense
against microorganisms. They are the principal structural
components of the mucociliary transport system and the
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pathogens entrapped in a mucin gel layer are eliminated by
constant beatings of the cilia on the mucosal surface. Under
normal conditions, few mucous cells exist in the middle ear
mucosa and they are mainly distributed in the orifice of the
Eustachian tube, promontory area, and inferior tympanium.
However, under pathological conditions inducing mucous
cell metaplasia, an increased goblet cell population in the
mucosa produces excessive mucins, while the loss of ciliated
cells in the mucosa results in the dysfunction of the mucociliary transport system, leading to subsequent problems
such as fluid accumulation and repeated infections. It is
necessary to understand the disease mechanism of mucous
cell metaplasia in order to cure this intractable illness.

2. The Role of Atoh1 in
Mucous Cell Differentiation
Atonal homologue 1 (Atoh1), also called the mouse atonal
homolog 1 (Math1) gene in mice and the human atonal
homolog 1 (Hath1) gene in humans, is one of the candidate
genes which play a crucial role in the mucous cell metaplasia.
Atoh1 is a basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factor
that is essential for the intestinal goblet cell diﬀerentiation.
It has been shown that goblet cells are completely abrogated
in the intestine of Math1-null mouse [8]. Math1-null
embryos die at birth due to respiratory failure and lack
of many specific cell lineages, including not only intestinal
secretory cells but also cerebellar granule neurons, spinal
cord interneurons, and inner ear hair cells [9].
The role of Atho1 in goblet cell diﬀerentiation has been
well studied in the intestine. The epithelium of the small
intestine is composed of four diﬀerent cell types: absorptive
enterocytes and three secretory lineages consisting of mucussecreting goblet cells, hormone-secreting enteroendocrine
cells, and antimicrobial peptide-secreting Paneth cells. The
intestinal epithelium is a highly dynamic tissue and is
replaced by newly diﬀerentiated cells from multipotent stem
cells residing near the base of the Crypts in every 2–7
day [9]. The diﬀerentiation for an absorptive or secretory
cell linage is controlled by the Notch signaling system in
a manner of lateral inhibition (Figure 1). Notch is a cell
surface receptor that binds to Notch ligands, Dll (Deltalike), and Jagged families. Notch ligand, secreted from a
progenitor cell which has a fate to become a goblet cell,
binds to the Notch receptor on the other neighboring
progenitor cell. This Notch receptor activation decides the
fate of the neighboring cell because the Notch target gene
Hairy/enhancer-of-split 1 (Hes1) inhibits the Atoh1. In this
way, the neighboring progenitor becomes an absorptive
cell. Akiyama et al. [10] has shown Atoh1 is one of the
downstream genes of Notch ligands and Atoh1 is involved in
the mechanisms of cellular diﬀerentiation from progenitor
cells to goblet cells. They showed that Dll1 and Dll4 were
selectively expressed in goblet cells within the human colonic
epithelium and knockdown of Dll1 abrogated the Hath1
and MUC2 gene expression under activation of the goblet
cell genes by a Notch signal inhibitor, suggesting the Notch
ligand triggers the goblet cell diﬀerentiation through Atoh1
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of lateral inhibition by a
Notch ligand. A Notch ligand secreting cell releases a Notch ligand
that binds to the Notch receptor of a neighboring cell. The action
inhibits the activity of Atoh1 through Notch target gene Hes1 in the
cell, leading to the formation of an absorptive cell. While a Notch
ligand secreting cell has a high activity of Atoh1, leading to the
diﬀerentiation of a goblet cell.

activation. They have also reported forced expression of the
Notch1 intracellular domain, an intracellular component
of the Notch receptor, significantly suppressed Dll1, Dll4,
MUC2, and Hath1 gene expression, suggesting that notch
receptor activation prevents Atoh1 from triggering goblet cell
diﬀerentiation by blocking the Notch ligand expression.
MUC2 is specifically expressed in the goblet cells of
the intestine and thought as a goblet cell marker [11].
Park et al. found that Hath1 directly activated transcription
of MUC2 gene in the human intestinal epithelial cells
[12]. In the human gastric cancer cells, overexpression of
Math1 strongly enhanced both the MUC6 and MUC5AC
mRNA transcript levels and knockdown of the Hath1
gene significantly decreased the expression of both mucin
genes [13].
The role of Atoh1 in mucous cell development is well
studied. However, the role of Atoh1 in mucous cell metaplasia
under diseased conditions is underinvestigated. An infection
of whipworm (Trichuris muris) in the mouse intestine is
reported to induce mucous cell metaplasia where Math1 is
significantly upregulated in the mRNA level [14].

3. The Role of SPDEF in Mucous Cell Metaplasia
SAM Pointed Domain ETS Factor (SPDEF, also termed
PDEF or PSE) is another candidate controlling mucous cell
metaplasia. It is a member of the “Ets” family which regulates
a number of biological processes, including cell proliferation,
diﬀerentiation, and invasion. SPDEF was first described as
a factor interacting with the androgen receptor to enhance
expression of the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) promoter
in vitro [15].
The role of SPDEF in mucous cell metaplasia is well
attended in the study of lung diseases. SPDEF was markedly
increased at sites of mucous cell metaplasia in bronchial
tissues from patients with Cystic fibrosis or cigarette smoking
[16]. In a murine model of asthma, the expression of
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Figure 2: The diﬀerentiation path of a goblet cell starting from a
progenitor and the genes involved in this process. An intestine stem
cell becomes an absorptive cell in the absence of the Atoh1 protein
but activation of Hes1 or becomes a secretory progenitor cell under
the influence of Atoh1 protein with the potential to become either
enteroendocrine cells under the direction of neurogenin 3 (Ngn3)
or goblet cells under the direction of GFI1 and SPDEF.

Math1

C2

Figure 3: Math1 transfection increases the mucous cells in the
middle ear mucosa of mice. Full-length Math1 cDNA was cloned
into a protein-expressing vector (C2, pEGFP, Clontech). To study
the role of Math1 in the middle ear mucosa, bilateral bullae of
5 mice were transfected with 10 μL of Math1 and empty vectors,
respectively, at 1.4 μg/mL in Opti-MEM containing Lipofectin
at 6 μg/mL via the tympanic membrane approach. Transfected
animals were sacrified 7 days after Math1 transfection for harvest
of the bullae. Math1 transfection had more AB-PAS positive cells
in the mouse middle ear mucosa (upper) than empty vector (C2)
transfection (lower). Bar = 10 μm.

SPDEF was also increased at sites of mucous cell metaplasia
caused by IL-13 and dust mite allergen [17]. Chen et al.
[16] have shown the Clara cell turns to goblet cell in
the lung within 3 days after expression of SPDEF using
a transgenic mouse model where the expression of Spdef
gene under the Clara cell-specific promoter is controlled
by doxycyline concentration (Scgb1a1-rtTA/TRE2-Spdef ).
This process is rapidly reversible and associated with the

restoration of the Clara cells after stopping of the SPDEF
expression. They have also reported some genes under the
control of SPDEF. An mRNA microarray analysis study
showed the expression of SPDEF influenced more than 300
genes including mucin 16 (MUC16), anterior gradient 2
(AGR2), glucosaminyl (N-acetyl) transferase 3, mucin type
(Gcnt3), and chloride channel calcium activated 1 (Clca1).
The involvement of these genes was confirmed by others.
MUC5AC, AGR2, and Clca1 induced by IL-13 treatment
were reduced in Spdef knockout human airway epithelial
cells [18]. In colon cancer cells to activate the goblet cell
genes by Notch signal inhibitors, knockdown of Spdef also
repressed the expression of MUC2 and AGR2 [19]. Mucin is a
large-molecular-weight glycoprotein and mucin production
requires several steps including transcription of a MUC
gene, holding, multimerization, and glycosylation. MUC
genes code core mucin protein. AGR2 is a member of
protein disulfide isomerase (PDI) family which is critical
for eﬃcient formation of correctly arranged disulfide bonds
in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) [20]. Gcnt3 is involved
in the synthesis of a core structure in the mucin glycan
chain. Clca1, whose mouse homolog is called as Gob5, is
believed to have a role in secreting chloride anions into the
lumen and contributing to the salt and water composition
of secreted mucins [21]. All these genes contribute the
production of mature mucins, which is conducted in the
well-diﬀerentiated goblet cells. Inversely, blockage of SPDEF
results in a failure of goblet cell maturation. The intestine
of Spdef knockout mice revealed a severe loss of mature
goblet cells and Paneth cells accompanied by accumulation
of immature secretory progenitors. The typical aberrant
goblet cells in Spdef knockout mice exhibit a clear brush
border similar to adjacent enterocytes and carry poorly
defined vacuoles in their cytoplasm. These immature goblet
cells probably initiate the diﬀerentiation of goblet cells
because they expressed trefoil factor 3 (TFF3), which is
one of the goblet cell markers and thought to help in the
oligomerization of mucin polysaccharides, although they did
not have Alcian Blue Periodic Acid-Schiﬀ (AB-PAS)-positive
granules [22]. These data suggests SPDEF is a factor to serve
for the terminal diﬀerentiation of goblet cells rather than to
initiate or trigger the diﬀerentiation of goblet cells. SPDEF
is thought to be a key transcription factor to start a series
of sequential gene activations for the terminal diﬀerentiation
and maturation of goblet cells.

4. SPDEF Functions as a Downstream Molecule
of Atoh1
Accumulated pieces of evidence indicate that Spdef functions
downstream of Atoh1, and this is mediated by another
transcription factor, growth-factor-independent 1 (GFI1),
which is normally expressed in the both Paneth and goblet
cells (Figure 2). SPDEF was absent from intestine of the
Math1-null mouse and was also quantitatively reduced in the
GFI1-null mouse [19]. GFI1 is thought to be downstream of
Atoh1 because the Math1 expression was still observed in the
GFI1-null mouse [9]. Atoh1-null crypts lack all the intestinal
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Figure 4: Mouse middle ear epithelial cells were incubated with 20 ng/mL of TNFα and 10−9 M of RA for two weeks on 8-well chamber
slides (media and factors were supplied every two days). Immunohistochemistry showed that these factors increased the expression of goblet
cell markers, MUC2 and TFF3, suggesting that this could be a model of mucous cell metaplasia in infectious otitis media. Math1 was located
only in the cytoplasm in the control culture, however, the administration of TNFα + RA made Math1 translocate into nuclei. This Math1
activation (translocation to nuclei) probably triggers the expression of MUC2 and TFF3.

secretory cells. On the other hand, GFI1-null crypts lack
Paneth cells, have few goblet and supernumerary enteroendocrine cells. These findings indicate the selection between
secretory cells (goblet cells, Paneth cells, and enteroendocrine
cells) and absorptive cell is dependent on Atoh1, and the
selection between goblet/Paneth and enteroendocrine cells is
dependent on GFI1 [9].

5. The Role of Atoh1 in Otitis Media
There is no report to discuss the involvement of Atoh1,
GFI1, or Spdef in otitis media. However, the similarity of the
middle ear epithelium to the pulmonary epithelium, Atoh1,
the upstream gene of Spdef which is involved in several
pulmonary diseases, may also have a role in the mucous
cell metaplasia of otitis media. To test this hypothesis, we
performed the transfection of Math1 in the mouse middle
ear. It was found that mucous cell numbers were significantly
increased in Math1 transfected middle ears compared with
empty vector transfection (Figure 3). We also evaluated the
eﬀects of administration of TNFα, which is a common
proinflammatory cytokine induced by bacterial or virus
infection, and retinoic acid (RA) on mouse middle ear
epithelial cells [23]. The administration of these factors for
two weeks synergistically promoted the expression of MUC2
and TFF3 with an activation of Math1 in vitro (Figure 4).
These data suggest that Atoh1 activated by proinflammatory
cytokines triggers the mucous cell metaplasia in the middle
ear epithelium as well.

6. Conclusions
Over the past decade there have been significant advances
in the studies of intestinal epithelial homeostasis and pulmonary mucous cell metaplasia. The former studies found
Atoh1 as a factor to trigger the diﬀerentiation of goblet

cells, and the latter studies found SPDEF as a factor to be
responsible for mucous cell metaplasia, respectively. Now
we can take advantages of these molecular understanding
about mucous cells for the therapy of otitis media. Mucous
cell metaplasia is a very primitive response to pathogens.
Originally, this response is to protect the mucociliary
system by secreting more mucins and their chaperones.
These secreted substances are supposed to lubricate the
lumen of the respiratory tract and discharge hazardous
materials. However, mucous cell metaplasia also disturbs
the well-organized mucociliary transport system at the
expense of ciliated cells. Excessive mucus severely impairs
the function of the mucociliary transport system and leads
to subsequent infections. To make matter worse, bacterial
cell wall components, or inflammatory cytokines trapped
in accumulated mucus can be a driving force again for
mucous cell metaplasia and thus form a vicious cycle. This
vicious circle could explain why mucous cell metaplasia
prolongs infectious diseases on a long-term basis. The
eﬀective blockage of the Atoh1, SPDEF, or GFI1 expression in
the early phase of disease may be a new strategy for treating
intractable otitis media. It could break the vicious circle of
mucous cell metaplasia and lessen the burden of otitis media
patients with mucoid eﬀusion.
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Background. Cleft palate is associated with recurrent otitis media with eﬀusion and hearing loss. This study analysed the way these
patients’ hearing is managed in Alder Hey Children’s Hospital. Method. A retrospective audit was carried out on cleft palate patients
in Alder Hey Children’s Hospital. Audiology assessment and treatment options were reviewed. Comparisons were made between
the use of ventilation tubes (VTs) and hearing aids (HAs). The types of cleft, types of hearing loss, and the management output
of the audiology regions were also reviewed. Results. The audiology assessments of 254 patients were examined. The incidence of
VT insertion in this group of patients was 18.9%. The hearing aid incidence rate was 10.1%. The VT-related complication rate was
25.5% and the HA related complication rate was 9.1%. Conclusion. The data demonstrates that both treatments are viable, and a
new protocol which combines the short term benefit of VT insertion with the lower complication rate of HA is required.

1. Introduction
Persistence of fluid in the middle ear, with an intact tympanic
membrane, for a continuous period of three months or
more is categorized as otitis media with eﬀusion (OME) [1].
When the fluid persists, treatment may be required to reduce the impact of the conductive deafness, which can have
consequences regarding the child’s language, educational and
social development.
Certain individuals, such as those with cleft palate, are
more likely to develop OME. The association between two
has been well documented since Alt described the presence
of otorrhoea in a child with cleft palate in 1879 [2]. Paradise
et al. deduced that middle ear disease probably develops in all
cleft palate patients [3]. However, more recent studies have
confirmed this figure to be around 90% [4–6].
Initially, repair of the cleft palate does slightly improve
the ventilatory function of the eustachian tube. However,
only after the adolescent growth phase, which also improves
tubal function, does the incidence of OME greatly decrease
[7].
The high incidence of OME in cleft palate patients led to
the conclusion that prophylactic treatment with ventilation
tubes (VTs) would solve the inevitable hearing loss and

prevent the sequelae of OME including cholesteatoma formation, retraction pockets, ossicular fixation, and atelectasis
[8]. Studies have confirmed that early intervention with VTs
does provide an appreciable benefit with regards to shortterm hearing, between 6–12 months [9–11]. This regimen
usually requires VTs to be inserted in the first year of life, at
the same time as cleft palate surgery to reduce further operations [9]. However, currently the use of prophylactic VTs
is being heavily scrutinised due to the associated complications; perforations, otorrhea, eardrum atrophy, vgranulation
tissue, and tympanosclerosis (which have been reported to be
as high as 80% [8]). Other studies have revealed that children
who undergo multiple VT insertions increase their risk of
conductive hearing loss in the long term [12].
Maw et al. showed that 50% of OME resolves spontaneously within 3 months and that 90% of middle ear eﬀusions occurring following acute suppurative otitis media
resolve spontaneously [13, 14]. In view of this and the VT
complication rate, a more conservative approach to treatment has ensued. Hearing aids (HAs) are now oﬀered as
an alternative to VTs, and insertion of VTs should only be
considered in light of careful otological and audiological
assessment [15].
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Figure 1: Audiological care pathway for children with cleft palate in the mersey region.

The audiological assessment for cleft palate patients is
continuous until the patient is discharged from the care of
the cleft and audiology team. It begins with the newborn
screening programme and regular audiology appointments
follow, so that any hearing loss can be treated responsively.
Even if the result from the tests indicates a clear response,
careful prolonged assessment is required (Figure 1).

2. Methods
The primary outcome of the study was to compare the
hearing before and after the intervention(s) of HAs or VTs.
The secondary outcomes will examine a wide range of
outcomes including:

(i) Distribution of cleft types.
(ii) The types of syndromes, sequences, and anomalies
found in the sample population.
(iii) Complication rates of the treatments.
(iv) Types of hearing losses within the sample.
(v) Whether the audiology centre predisposes to the
treatment outcome (HA/VT).
Numerous variables were collected from the available
data source for each patient (the appendix). The data was
obtained from both primary sources (medical records) and
secondary sources such as Meditech and audiology letters.
This data was captured using a purpose-designed Microsoft
Access database form. Chi-squared and Fisher’s exact test,
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used to analyse the nominal data set using SPSS. P values
≤ 0.05, were considered statistically significant.
Audiological data was categorised according to the
average degree of hearing across the 4 frequencies of 250 Hz,
500 Hz, 1 kHz, and 2 kHz obtained through primary or secondary analysis (the verdict of the audiologist). The categories for the degree of hearing loss ranged from normal <20 dB
to profound >95 dB (derived from the British Association of
Audiologists).
As a result of the breadth of the data, the dataset encompasses periods where routine grommet insertion was used
and more recently a selective procedure. In the latter period,
the decision for VT insertion and HAs was made at the discretion of the audiologist and the ENT surgeon using the
clinical triad of: (i) audiological evidence of hearing loss
>20 dB, (ii) recurrent otitis media with persistent eﬀusion
± anatomical abnormalities, and (iii) parental preference
regarding hearing management.
For any child to be included in the dataset, they must have
had a cleft palate and be under the care of the cleft team.
This excluded several patients with noncleft velopharyngeal
insuﬃciency and or with cleft lip only. Patients who moved
to outside the catchment area, discharged from the care of
the cleft palate team, were deceased, and those who did not
have aided hearing levels for HAs were excluded.
Institutional ethical approval came from the Alder Hey
Hospital audit department.
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Table 1: Comparing treatment outcomes by way of diﬀerences in
pre- and post-intervention hearing.
Diﬀerence between preintervention and postintervention
hearing versus hearing intervention
Hearing intervention
Diﬀerence between
preintervention
and
postintervention
hearing
Total

−1

0
1
2

HA
0
2
8
2
12

VT
2
5
12
9
28

Total
2
7
20
11
40

Table 2: Treatments Instituted. VT → HA = ventilation tubes first
followed by hearing aids. HA → VT = Hearing aids first followed by
ventilation tubes.

HA
VT
VT → HA
HA → VT
Total

Hearing interventions past and present
Frequency
Percent (%)
16
25.4
39
61.9
6
9.5
2
3.2
63
100.0

3. Results

3.2. Secondary Outcomes

A retrospective audit was carried out on 254 consecutive
children; under the care of the cleft palate team at Alder hey
Children’s hospital. The patients attended one of 14 audiology centres in north west England, North Wales, and the Isle
of Man between the dates of 24/10/2009 to 08/03/2011.
After the exclusion criteria, out of the 254 patients,
217 patients remained. Of which 63 were placed in the
intervention group (HA(s)/VTs), and 154 were assigned to
the watchful waiting group.
The length of follow up in the intervention group varied
from patient to patient. This was the time that had elapsed
between their last pre-intervention audiology data record
and their latest audiology data. This systematic approach
yielded an average follow-up time of around 3 years.

3.2.1. VT/HA Statistics and Complications. The VT insertion
rate was 18.9% (41/217), and the HA incidence rate was
10.1% (22/217). The total number of children who at
some point had or were still wearing HAs was 38.1%
(24/63). A similar analysis of VTs yielded 74.6% (47/63). The
overlapping discretion was due to the 6 patients who had VTs
first, followed by HA(s) and the 2 patient who had HA(s)
first, followed by VTs (Table 2).
A large proportion of patients, 34.9% (22/63), had VTs
inserted at the same time as cleft surgery.
Of the 22.2% (14/63) patients that suﬀered from a
complication 12 having VTs. Considering 47 patients had
VTs at the time of the complications, the VT-related
complication rate is 25.5% (12/47). The main complications
derived VT insertions were tympanosclerosis (5 patients),
perforation (5 patients), otalgia (2 patients), and retraction
pocket(s) (1 patient). In total, this equates to 13 patients, the
overlapping discrepancy is due to one of the patients having
both perforation and tympanosclerosis.
Similarly the HA related complication rate was 9.1%
(2/22). The only recorded complication was noncompliant
whereby the child would constantly remove the HA device.
A chi-square test of the current interventions and the
complications would mask those complications that were
due to previous VTs. When the data was reorganised to
reflect when the complication was detected, a chi-square
value of P < 0.05 was obtained indicating that the VTs were
significantly associated with complications recorded.

3.1. Primary Outcome. The primary outcome variable of
hearing before and after the intervention was examined
for each of the two intervention outcomes (Table 1). Only
40/63 patients were investigated, due to the timing of the
intervention treatment (patients who had just received a new
intervention had yet to have a postoperative assessment).
Even so, this provided a value P = 0.47 indicating that
in fact there was no significant association between hearing
outcome and treatment, and by scrutinising the diﬀerences
between the pre- and post values it can be deduced that both
improve hearing outcomes.
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Table 3: Comparing treatment outcomes by way of diﬀerences in
pre- and post intervention hearing.
Hearing loss type versus hearing intervention
Hearing Intervention

Hearing
loss type

Conductive
Sensorineural
Mixed

Total

HA
17
2
3
22

VT
39
0
2
41

Total
56
2
5
63

Table 4: Distribution of cleft types in the sample. UCLP: unilateral
cleft lip and palate; BCLP: bilateral cleft lip and palate.
Type of Cleft
Soft palate
Hard palate
and soft
palate
UCLP
BCLP
Submucous
Total

Frequency
55

Percentage (%)
25.34

61

28.11

61
33
7
217

28.11
15.21
3.23
100

Table 6: Associated syndromes, associations and nonrandom
anomalies. PR: Pierre Robin sequence.
Syndrome/sequence/association
Frequency
No syndrome
46
PR
8
Charge
1
Crouzons
1
Digeorge
1
Goldenhar
1
Kabuki
2
Orofacial digital
1
Van der woude
1
Stickler and PR
1
Total
63

Table 7: Audiology centres and type of treatment outcomes.
Audiology centres versus hearing interventions
Hearing intervention

Table 5: Distribution of cleft types in the intervention group.
UCLP: unilateral cleft lip and palate; BCLP: bilateral cleft lip and
palate.

Soft palate
Hard and soft palate
UCLP
BCLP
Submucous cleft
Total

Percent (%)
73.0
12.7
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
3.2
1.6
1.6
1.6
100.0

Type of cleft
Frequency
19
15
17
11
1
63

Percent (%)
30.2
23.8
27.0
17.5
1.6
100.0

3.2.2. Hearing Loss Types. The predominant type of hearing
loss in the intervention group was conductive, which aﬀected
88.9% (56/63) of patients, whilst 7.9% (5/63) patients in the
study had a mixed hearing loss and a minority of 3.2% (2/63)
had a permanent sensorineural loss predominantly aﬀecting
their hearing. All sensorineural hearing loss patients received
HAs and most conductive hearing loss patients received VTs
(Table 3).
3.2.3. Type of Orofacial Clefts. The types of clefts are
shown for the whole sample of 217 patients (Table 4) and
the intervention group (Table 5). Both samples reflected a
similar distribution of cleft types with a submucous cleft
being the most rare and unilateral cleft lip and palate, hard
palate only and hard and soft palate being the most populous.
The type of cleft was compared to the severity of preinterventional hearing loss. This returned a value of P > 0.05
indicating that the type of cleft does not significantly aﬀect
the severity of hearing loss that the patient will experience.

Audiology
centres

Total

VT
3
6
3
1
3

Total

Alderhey
Preston
Southport
Chester
Crewe

HA
0
13
2
0
1

Wirral

1

6

7

St Helen
Isle of Man
Wrexham
Warrington
Wigan

1
0
2
1
1
22

8
1
5
5
0
41

9
1
7
6
1
63

3
19
5
1
4

3.2.4. Syndromes/Sequences and Anomalies. A significant
proportion of cleft palate patients had associated syndromes,
sequences, and nonrandom associations. Just over a quarter,
27% (17/63), of patients that required interventions had a
syndrome/sequence/association (Table 6). The Pierre Robin
sequence was the modal condition accounting for 47% (8/17)
of the syndromes/sequences/associations.
3.2.5. Audiology Regions and the Type of Interventions Implemented. Since the introduction of the NICE guidelines in
2008, and with the majority of the patients being treated
after the introduction of the guideline, it was intriguing to
see whether there were discrepancies between the audiology
regions and the type of treatments implemented. Across
the board of 63 patients, there were 11 audiology centres
involved (Table 7). After the current type of treatment was
analysed against the region, a P value of 0.04 was obtained,
which suggested that there was a significant link between the
two.
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Table 8

Variable
Syndromes/sequences/associations
Preintervention hearing outcome
Postintervention hearing outcome
Type of cleft
Complications
Regions
Type of intervention
Type of hearing loss

Explanation
All anomalies associated with orofacial clefts were collected.
For those who received a management intervention, this would be the last available audiological
assessment prior to the intervention.
This would be the most recent audiological assessment after the intervention.
This was classified as cleft of soft palate, cleft of hard and soft palate, unilateral cleft lip and palate,
bilateral cleft lip and palate and cleft lip only.
The complications recorded were those that occurred during or directly after the intervention.
This would be categorised according to one of the 14 centres in the locality.
The expanded data set is HA, VT, HA + VT, HA → VT, VT → HA, and watchful waiting.
One of sensorineural, mixed, and conductive.

4. Discussion
This study is comparable with those of Maheshwar et al.,
Phua et al., and Shaw et al. [2, 16, 17]. Comparisons with
these studies must be made with caution due to the diﬀerent
clinical protocols and study designs implemented. However,
it is universally accepted that children with cleft palate have
a high incidence of middle ear disease, around 90%, before
the age of 6. Up to 45% of these children will suﬀer from
recurrent ear infections [18].
Many studies have concentrated their eﬀorts on one type
of hearing management, namely, ventilation tubes. However,
a more conservative approach has begun to influence OME
management due to the ability of spontaneous resolution,
and this is reflected with the introduction of hearing aids in
this study.
The incidence of grommet insertion was 18.9% (41/217).
This is lower than previous studies, for example, Shaw et al.
28% and Robertson et al. 26%, but it is comparative to that
of Maheshwar et al. 17.1% [2, 17, 19]. These discrepancies
may have arisen due to the outcomes of the diﬀerent studies
and the attitudes and clinical protocols of the time.
However, 46.8% (22/47) of the cleft palate patients
who had or still have VT(s) underwent grommet insertions
during a palatal repair or revision. This encompasses a range
from 2002–2011 that reflects the earlier view of wanting to
reduce the operative risk together with the present view that
VTs should only be inserted at the time of cleft palate surgery
if the child has glue ear, not as a prophylaxis.
Out of the 47 patients who had or still have VTs, 7
patients (14.9%), all born before 2007, required VT reinsertions suggesting that the ventilation tubes are in fact ineffective at preventing reinfection once shed. This study agrees
with Merrick et al. (28%) assuming that the figures are
relative to the change in clinical protocols [20].
The HA incidence rate was 10.1% (22/217). Interestingly,
27.2% (6/22) of patients had previous VTs before being managed with HAs. This may be linked to the fact that patients
who undergo a greater number of grommet insertions have
a higher number of tympanic membrane deformities [16].
This is illustrated by 28.6% (2/7) patients who underwent
repeated grommet insertions, developing perforations of the
tympanic membrane.

Approximately 19.0% (12/63) patients who required an
intervention developed visible or symptomatic complications upon audiological assessment by way of audiograms,
tympanograms, and otoscopy. This is slightly higher but
comparable to Maheshwar et al. (17.1%), but a lot lower than
some aforementioned studies [8]. VTs were also found to be
significantly linked to the complications. However, one has
to bear in mind that a false negative picture may bias the
results for two reasons. Firstly, because of the sample size
used with regards to the intervention group and secondly,
because of hearing aid complications such as compliance,
wax build up, or ear infections not being fully documented
as they may have been treated by the General Practitioner
locally or are not recognised as a possible complication of
the device, leading to a false negative picture.
Similarly with regards to the type of hearing loss and the
treatment implemented one has to factor in things such as
children accepting hearing aids and not pulling them out and
parents’ not wanting their children to have a visible hearing
aid. This means that for a conductive or mixed hearing loss
HAs or VTs can be used. Although for sensorineural hearing
loss, HAs are solely used.
Due to the uncertainty of the optimum treatment
plan, there are diﬀerent preferences between the audiology
centres. For example, in this dataset the audiology centre
in Preston dispenses the highest number of hearing aids
when compared to the Wirral and St Helen audiology centres
which preferred VTs. This highlights the lack of uniformity in
the treatment protocol.
The primary outcome measure of hearing outcome in
relation to HAs and VTs indicated that there was no significant link between the two variables. According to this study,
in terms of audiological improvement, both types of treatment are on par with each other.

5. Conclusion
The results from this study show lower VT complication
rates when compared to other similar studies. This may
be linked to the greater implementation of HAs, which are
equal to the VTs in terms of improving audiological outcome. On the whole, HAs are also better tolerated than VTs
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by the majority of patients, with noncompliance being the
sole complication issue.
The disparity in the field is reflected by some audiology
centres preferring either HAs or VTs, and this echoes the
current knowledge based on this topic. However, it is worth
considering that factors such as parental decisions, speech
and language outcomes, and cost eﬀectiveness will influence
the treatment outcome meaning that complete uniformity
with regards to a stringent treatment protocol will not be
attainable.

Appendix
See Table 8.
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Introduction. Otitis media with eﬀusion is a common pediatric disease whose diagnosis is based on pneumatic otoscopy, pure-tone
audiometry, and tympanometry. The aim of this study was to evaluate transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions in the diagnosis
of otitis media with eﬀusion as compared to tympanometry. Patients and Methods. 38 children with bilateral otitis media with
eﬀusion were studied. 40 normal children of similar age and sex were used as controls. All subjects underwent pneumatic otoscopy,
standard pure-tone audiometry, tympanometry, and transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions. Results. In the group of children
with bilateral otitis media, transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions were absent in 51 ears (67%). In the remaining 25 ears (33%)
the mean emission amplitude was reduced, as compared to the mean value of the control group. Conclusions. Transiently evoked
otoacoustic emissions should be included in the diagnostic workup of otitis media with eﬀusion because it is a fast, reliable, and
objective test. Transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions should always be used in conjunction with tympanometry, because a more
meaningful interpretation of transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions measures is possible.

1. Introduction
Otitis media with eﬀusion is a common pediatric disease and
is considered the most common cause of hearing impairment
among children [1]. Diagnosis is mainly based on pneumatic otoscopy, pure-tone audiometry, and tympanometry.
Tympanometry is an objective technique that can detect
abnormal middle-ear function consistent with the presence
of fluid in the middle-ear cavity [2].
Transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions (TEOAEs) are
a diagnostic method widely used during the past decade
to study cochlear function, in a noninvasive and objective
manner. Usually, TEOAEs are present in people who have
normal cochlear function and a healthy middle ear [3].
Although extensive experience from the use of TEOAEs
in widespread neonatal hearing screening has been gained
[4], little data has been gathered from the population of
preschool and school-aged children. Because otoacoustic

emissions are transmitted from the cochlea to the external
ear canal via the middle ear, the transmission properties
of the middle ear directly influence their characteristics.
In general, middle-ear eﬀusion reduces measured emission
amplitudes and sometimes eliminates the response entirely
[5]. The aim of this study was to evaluate TEOAEs in
the diagnosis of otitis media with eﬀusion in comparison
with tympanometry.

2. Material and Methods
A group of 38 children with bilateral otitis media with
eﬀusion was studied. Twenty-one of them were male and 17
female, ranging in age from 4 to 15 years, with a mean age of
8.3 years. Forty normal children of similar age and sex were
used as controls. Both patients and controls underwent clinical otologic and audiological evaluation including medical
history, pneumatic otoscopy, tympanometry, and standard
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Table 1: Means and levels of statistical significance (P) of pure-tone thresholds and signal-to-noise ratios of transiently evoked otoacoustic
emissions (TEOAEs), comparing the ears of patients and the ears of controls.
Frequencies
(kHz)
0.25
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
4.0
8.0
∗

Pure-tone thresholds

Signal-to-noise ratios (TEOAEs)

Patient ears
(N = 72)

Control ears
(N = 80)

P

Patient ears
(N = 25)

30.4
28.7
23.3
nm
24.7
19.8
17.5
13.4

12.5
9.4
8.8
nm
12.0
14.3
15.3
14.3

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
nm
<0.001
<0.01
ns†
ns

nm∗
nm
5.8
11.2
17.4
16.1
16.8
nm

Control ear
(N = 68)
nm
nm
4.6
6.3
7.4
8.3
9.0
nm

P
nm
nm
<0.01
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
nm

not measured; † non significant.

pure-tone audiometry. The diagnosis of otitis media with
eﬀusion was established when findings in at least three of
them were positive. This was used as the gold standard
for the comparison of the diagnostic accuracy of TEOAEs,
tympanometry, or their combination.
Conventional pure-tone audiometry was conducted in
a standard sound proof booth, using a two-channel Amplaid
455 audiometer and earphones. Standard audiometric procedures were applied and the pure-tone thresholds of each
ear at frequencies of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8 kHz were
measured. Subjects were considered to have a hearing loss if
any threshold between 250 and 8000 Hz exceeded 20 dB HL.
When air conduction thresholds were out of normal hearing
range, bone conduction thresholds were obtained.
Standard single-frequency tympanometry was performed with an Amplaid 770 clinical admittance meter, using
a single frequency 85 dB SPL (sound pressure level) tone
set at 226 Hz. The range of ear canal pressure was +400 to
−600 daPa. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association guidelines were used to determine if a tympanogram
was considered abnormal [6]: (1) static admittance less than
0.3 mmho; (2) an equivalent ear canal volume greater than
1.0 cm3 when accompanied by a flat tympanogram; (3)
tympanometric width greater than 200 daPa.
TEOAEs were further performed in all patients and controls, using a DP Echoport ILO 292 Otodynamics analyzer
connected to a portable personal computer. The acoustical
stimulation, the data recording, and the data analysis were
produced automatically with the aid of this system. Testing
was performed in a sound-treated room using a standard
ILO adult probe with disposable tips. Meatus response
monitoring was used to check fitting conditions of the probe.
The noise rejection level at the probe tip was set to 47 dB.
Stimuli were half-sinusoidal clicks of 100 µsec duration.
The nonlinear method of recording was used, allowing
the phase-locked cochlear component of the response to be
measured. The recording bandwidth was set between 0.75
to 5 kHz, stimulus intensity was approximately 80 dB, and
repetition rate was 50 stimuli/sec. The numbers of responses
accepted and rejected by artefact rejection were displayed and

updated during averaging. The test was concluded after 260
total sweeps had been recorded. Details of this procedure are
reported elsewhere [7]. The “pass” criteria were signal-tonoise ratio ≥6 dB, in four of five 1/2 octave frequency bands
at 1, 1.5, 2, 3, and 4 kHz [8].

3. Results
Thirty-six patients were successfully tested with standard
pure-tone audiometry. The remaining two were younger
subjects who failed to respond adequately. However, pneumatic otoscopy, tympanometry, and TEOAEs were performed to both of them successfully, and the diagnosis of
otitis media with eﬀusion was established. Audiometry was
successfully completed in all the subjects of the control
group. Mean pure-tone thresholds exceeded 20 dB HL for
the lower and middle frequencies in the group of children
with otitis media with eﬀusion, whereas mean values lower
than 20 dB HL were found in the control group across all
the examined frequencies (Table 1). In 72 ears (94.7%) of
the group of patients the tympanograms were abnormal and
in the remaining 4 (5.3%) they were normal. In 70 ears
(87.5%) of the control group tympanograms were normal,
whereas in the remaining 10 ears (12.5%) tympanograms
were abnormal. The sensitivity of tympanometry was 94.7%
and its specificity was 87.5%. In Table 2, the results for
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative
predictive value, with their corresponding 95% confidence
intervals, are shown.
In 51 ears of the patients (67.1%) otoacoustic emissions
were absent. In the remaining 25 ears (32.9%) the mean
emission amplitude was reduced, compared to the mean
value of the control group (Table 1). In 68 of the 80 ears
of controls clear TEOAEs were recorded. Comparison of
signal-to-noise ratios by independent sample t-test between
the two groups showed statistically significant diﬀerences. In
all cases the values of the patients were lower than the mean
value of the controls. In this comparison only the ears
with present emissions were included from both groups.
The sensitivity of TEOAEs was 67.1% and its specificity was
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Table 2: Estimates for the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value of transiently evoked otoacoustic
emissions (TEOAEs), tympanometry, and the combined use of both tests. Numbers in parentheses provide estimates of the 95% confidence
intervals.
Statistical measures
Sensitivity (%)
Specificity (%)
Positive predictive value (%)
Negative predictive value (%)

TEOAEs

Tympanometry

67.1 (55.2–77.1)
85.0 (74.8–91.6)
80.9 (68.7–89.3)
73.1 (62.7–81.5)

94.7 (86.3–98.3)
87.5 (77.7–93.5)
87.8 (78.2–93.6)
94.5 (86.0–98.2)

85% (Table 2). Combination of TEOAEs and tympanometry
yielded sensitivity 98.6% and specificity 92.5%, improving
further diagnostic accuracy (Table 2). The screening test
eﬃciency values (overall number of true positives and
true negatives divided by the total number of ears tested)
for TEOAEs, tympanometry, and their combination were,
respectively, 76.2%, 91%, and 95.5%.

4. Discussion
TEOAEs are a valuable screening tool for hearing impairment, although neither information about the degree or
configuration of hearing loss is provided, nor is diﬀerential
diagnosis between sensorineural and conductive hearing
loss possible [3]. TEOAEs are transmitted from the cochlea
through the ossicles and tympanic membrane and measured
in the external ear canal. Therefore, any middle-ear or outerear disorder can practically interfere with transiently evoked
otoacoustic emission transmission [5]. It has been reported
that artificial manipulation of the middle-ear compliance
causes a decrease in the response levels of the otoacoustic
emissions [9]. Glattke et al. [10] found that a type B
tympanogram precluded recording of transiently evoked
otoacoustic emissions. Even the presence of negative tympanometric peak pressure has been found to lower the level of
TEOAEs, by approximately 4 dB across 1000 to 4000 Hz [11].
Also, Owens et al. [12] reported that in ears with type B and
C tympanograms transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions
were absent or had reduced amplitudes and concluded
that, in general, the use of TEOAEs is contraindicated
in the presence of any middle-ear disorder. Furthermore,
Choi et al. [13] reported that middle-ear eﬀusion or a type
B of tympanogram impeded measurement of transiently
evoked otoacoustic emissions, whereas type A of tympanogram was found to be associated with present emissions.
However, Hall III et al. [14] proposed that otoacoustic
emission testing should be performed even in the presence
of middle-ear disease. Koike and Wetmore [15] found that
the status of the middle ear greatly aﬀected transiently
evoked otoacoustic emission measures, which was most
significant with flat tympanograms, mainly indicative of
reduced tympanic membrane mobility and the presence
of middle-ear eﬀusion. These authors too encouraged
the routine use of transiently evoked otoacoustic emission
testing.
In several reports, high failure rates of TEOAEs in cases
with flat tympanograms were found. Ho et al. [16] reported

TEOAEs and
tympanometry
98.6 (91.8–99.9)
92.5 (83.8–96.9)
92.5 (83.9–96.9)
98.6 (91.7–99.9)

failure rates approaching 71-72% in ears with middleear eﬀusion and abnormal tympanograms. These authors
found good agreement between tympanometry failure and
transiently evoked otoacoustic emission failure for the 3- to
5-year-old group of children. Similar rates were found in
another report of transiently evoked otoacoustic emission
measurements [17], and our rate of approximately 67%
failure is in accordance with them. In most of the previously
mentioned reports the Liden/Jerger tympanogram classification system was used. Fortunately, quantitive analysis
is now possible and objective criteria may be used [6],
as in the present study. Dragičević et al. [18] have also
used TEOAEs as a hearing screening tool in children with
OME, before and after surgery. According to these authors,
preoperative TEOAEs were absent in 93.5% of the ears, but
were significantly improved postoperatively.
When applying tympanometry and TEOAEs in hearing
screening, the sensitivity and specificity of both tests should
be considered. The problem in such studies is the absence of
a gold standard, as would be the findings of myringotomy
in the examined ears. However, this is not possible in
most cases, and several authors have used tympanometry as
the gold standard, due to its high sensitivity to middle-ear
disorders. Taylor and Brooks [19] obtained by this method
60% sensitivity and 91% specificity of TEOAEs compared to
tympanometry. Recently, Śliwa et al. [20] combined three
diagnostic methods, automated 4-frequency audiometry,
TOEAEs and tympanometry, in hearing screening of school
children. The authors used conventional tone audiometry as
the reference and found high specificity and low sensitivity
values for all the tests, but combination of tympanometry
and TEOAEs yielded 60% sensitivity and 94% specificity,
whereas addition of automated 4-frequency audiometry
further improved sensitivity to 70%.
In our study, we used the combination of positive
history, positive otoscopic appearance by pneumatic otoscopy, abnormal tympanographic findings, and elevated
threshold in pure-tone audiometry as a gold standard to
establish diagnosis. According to these, the sensitivity of
tympanometry was as high as 96% and its specificity was
85%. When calculating the sensitivity of TEOAEs according
to the “pass” criterion, a rate of 67% was obtained, whereas
specificity approached 85%. However, in the remaining
ears which obtained the “pass” criterion, transiently evoked
otoacoustic emission measurements were lower than controls, at a statistically significant level. It appears, thus, that
the sensitivity of TEOAEs in otitis media with eﬀusion is
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high, whenever absolute values of TEAOE measurements
are considered and not only a “pass” criterion. Specificity
is lower, because TEOAEs are also influenced by inner-ear
disease, although this is not quite common in the age group
of our study.
Finally, a comment on pure-tone thresholds in standard
audiometry should be made. In several reports, mean puretone thresholds between 15 and 20 dB HL have been found
[21]. In our study mean thresholds were approximately 20–
25 dB HL in the standard frequencies of 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 kHz. It
appears, thus, that an audiometric criterion of 20 dB would
be appropriate to separate normal ears from ears with absent
or reduced transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions.

5. Conclusion
From this study, it may be concluded that TEOAEs should
be included in the diagnostic workup of otitis media with
eﬀusion. Their sensitivity in diagnosing middle-ear disease
is high when quantitive measures are used, whereas their
specificity is lower, because abnormal results may also be
found in cases with inner-ear disease. For this reason,
TEOAEs should always be used along with tympanometry,
because a more meaningful interpretation of transiently
evoked otoacoustic emission measures in conjunction with
tympanometry results is possible.
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Objectives. To review our experience of conducting auditory brainstem response (ABR) test on children in the operating room
and discuss the benefits versus limitations of this practice. Methods. Retrospective review study conducted in a pediatric tertiary
care facility. A total of 267 patients identified with usable data, including ABR results, medical and surgical notes, and followup evaluation. Results. Hearing status successfully determined in all patients based on the ABR results form the operating room.
The degrees and the types of hearing loss also documented in most of the cases. In addition, multiple factors that may aﬀect the
outcomes of ABR in the operating room identified. Conclusions. Hearing loss in children with complicated medical issues can be
accurately evaluated via ABR testing in the operating room. Eﬀorts should be made to eliminate adverse factors to ABR recording,
and caution should be taken when interpreting ABR results from the operating room.

1. Introduction
About 2 to 3 of every 1000 children are identified with hearing loss at birth each year in the United States, and hearing
impairment is, in fact, the most common sensory deficit in
the pediatric population [1–4]. Late-onset hearing loss or acquired hearing loss, in addition to congenital hearing loss,
is prevalent as well in young children. For example, hearing
loss associated with otitis media with eﬀusion (OME) can be
seen in 15–40% of children under 5 years [5]. Since hearing
impairment in early childhood can cause significant delays in
speech/language developments, early identification and diagnosis of hearing loss become the initial and a critical step for
proper treatment and habilitation, regardless of the etiology
or the severity of the hearing loss. In clinical audiology, behavioral hearing evaluation is considered the “gold standard”
for evaluating hearing sensitivity in the pediatric population.
During a hearing evaluation, audiologists typically use visual
reinforcement audiometry (VRA), conditioned play audiometry (CPA), or conventional pure-tone audiometry to test
children’s hearing. The technique chosen by an audiologist
for a specific child is usually dependent upon the child’s age

and the child’s developmental skill level. Due to developmental and physical limitations, behavioral hearing test such as
VRA is not possible for any young children under six months
of age. Therefore, an electrophysiology-based hearing evaluation such as the Auditory Brainstem Responses (ABR) test
becomes the obvious choice for this population. It can be
very diﬃcult, if not impossible, for audiologists to conduct
behavioral hearing assessments on children with complicated medical conditions and those who are unable to cooperate for the hearing test. In such cases, ABR test is frequently
chosen as the method to estimate hearing thresholds. Occasionally, ABR test may be requested by physicians to be performed in the operating room in conjunction with other surgical procedures, for which patients are put under general
anesthesia.
While studies have shown that ABR test is a reliable and
an objective method to assess children’s hearing sensitivity
[6–10], the accuracy of ABR results obtained in the operating
room has been questioned in previous clinical studies since
the ABR outcomes can be aﬀected by many factors in the
operating room. Several studies in the past few years suggested that ABR results, obtained in the operating room
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following otologic procedures such as myringotomy and tube
placement, can be inaccurate, overestimating the hearing loss
in children who have OME [11–13]. To better understand
the benefits and limitations of performing ABR tests in the
operating room, we conducted a comprehensive review of
all ABR tests conducted in the operating room at Children’s
Hospital Boston from 2007 to 2010. In doing so, we sought to
identify factors that may have some eﬀects on the outcomes
of ABR test. We also would like to share our clinical experience of performing ABR testing in the operating room.

2. Materials and Methods
A retrospective study, approved by the Institutional Review
Board at Children’s Hospital Boston, was conducted on
children who had ABR test completed in the operating room
in a pediatric tertiary care facility from 2007 to 2010.
2.1. Patient Selection. Our database included 452 ABR tests
completed in the operating room during the study period.
A total of 267 pediatric cases, most of them young children,
were selected for a thorough review and analysis. All selected
cases had suﬃcient information in their medical records,
which include ABR results from the operating room, medical
and surgical procedure notes, and follow-up evaluation documents.
2.2. Audiologic Evaluation. All audiological evaluations were
carried out by licensed audiologists. ABR testing in the operating room was performed after ear examination under the
microscope by a pediatric otolaryngologist while patients
were under general anesthesia. Cerumen was removed when
present before ABR testing. Other otologic procedures, when
deemed necessary, were also performed by attending physicians/surgeons before ABR testing. These procedures included myringotomy, suction of middle ear eﬀusion, and
tube placement when necessary. The ABR was recorded with
Bio-logic Navigator Pro Evoked Potential system (Natus
Medical Inc., San Carlos, CA) using Children’s Hospital
Boston pediatric protocol. Specifically, stimuli (clicks and
tonebursts), calibrated in dB normal hearing level, were presented at 38.1 per second via insert phones. Electroencephalographic signals were collected via surface electrodes and
averaged. Thresholds of ABR were determined by the lowest
intensity level at which the wave V was present. If the wave V
of ABR was not identified with the highest intensity stimulus,
extra recordings with both rarefaction and condensation
clicks were made to investigate the presence/absence of the
cochlear microphonics. Follow-up audiological evaluation
was conducted during return visit when patients recovered
from the surgical procedures, usually within 3 months. Ageappropriate behavioral test procedures, for example, VRA,
CPA, or conventional pure-tone audiometry, were typically
performed. In some cases, a repeat of ABR testing was conducted due to inability to complete behavioral tests or lack of
cooperation from the patients. For each patient, frequencyspecific hearing thresholds were documented and stored for
future analysis.
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Table 1: A summary of specific reasons for ABR testing in the
operating room, with the number of cases in each category listed.
Specific reasons for ABR test
Recurrent otitis media
Neurologic disorders
Chromosomal anomalies
Autistic spectrum disorders
Infectious disease involving
central nerve system
Global developmental delay
Head injury/temporal bone
fracture
Verification of hearing loss for
cochlear implant
Total

Number of
cases
153
36
29
16

Percentage
57.3%
13.5%
10.9%
6.0%

15

5.6%

11

4.1%

4

1.5%

3

1.1%

267

100%

2.3. Data Analysis. Both descriptive and qualitative analysis
was performed in this study. For all patients, clinical diagnosis, the types of hearing loss, and the degree of hearing loss,
so forth were summarized. We were able to collect hearing
results from ABR completed in the operating room and postoperative examination from 121 children with OME, and
comparison analysis was conducted for this subgroup of patients. The mean of thresholds at three frequencies, 1000,
2000, and 4000 Hz, was calculated and defined as the averaged hearing threshold. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and
nonparametric testing (Mann-Whitney U test) was carried
out using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS
v.16.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) software.

3. Results
3.1. Patient Characteristics. Among the 267 patients included
in this study, there were 156 boys and 111 girls, with age ranging from 2 months to 18 years. The request for an ABR test
in the operating room was made by patients’ attending physicians or managing audiologists due to previous unsuccessful
attempt of hearing evaluation and patients’ medical condition being not suitable for further testing in the clinic. Most
of the ABR tests were carried out in the operating room while
patients were under general anesthesia for other medical procedures as well. The ABR test was performed primarily to address the concern of hearing loss. There were a variety of specific reasons for clinicians and parents to question patients’
hearing ability, summarized in Table 1. The majority (57.3%)
of patients had recurrent otitis media, and most of them
needed surgical intervention, such as myringotomy and tube
placement. In these cases, ABR testing was completed after
the surgical procedures to determine their hearing status.
There were 36 patients (13.5% of all cases) with at least one
type of the neurological disorder, who needed the ABR test
in the operating room to find out their hearing ability. These
neurological disorders included, but were not limited to,
seizures, cerebral palsy, hydrocephalus, brain hemorrhage,
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ischemic encephalopathy, Graves disease, Chiari malformation, and so forth. There were 29 patients, accounted for
10.9% of all cases, who had chromosomal anomalies (e.g.,
Trisomy 21 or Trisomy 18, Fragile X, and other chromosomal
deletions and/or duplications) and related medical issues.
Sixteen patients with autistic spectrum disorders, such as
autism and pervasive developmental disorders-not otherwise
specified (PDD-NOS) needed the ABR test to find out if
their hearing was adequate for communication. Fifteen patients with infectious diseases involving their central nerve
system, such as meningitis and cytomegalovirus (CMV) infection, had ABR test in the operating room to see if their
auditory function was compromised. Eleven children with
the diagnosis of global developmental delay (with not-yetidentified causes) needed the ABR test to address the question whether they were able to hear adequately for verbal
communication. Moreover, there were four patients with
head injury and temporal bone fracture who underwent ABR
test in the operating room to determine if hearing loss was
involved. At last, 3 young children with known hearing loss
underwent ABR testing in the operating room to confirm the
degree of hearing loss before cochlear implantation.
3.2. ABR Results. Based on the ABR results, we were able to
determine the degree of the hearing loss for each patient.
Patients’ hearing was categorized according to their averaged
hearing thresholds. Specifically, we defined the averaged
hearing threshold better than 25 dB as normal hearing; the
averaged hearing threshold between 25 dB and 40 dB as mild
hearing loss; the averaged hearing threshold between 41 dB
and 60 dB as moderate hearing loss; the averaged hearing
threshold 61 dB and 90 dB as severe hearing loss; the averaged
hearing threshold higher than 90 dB as profound loss. Our
results found 58 patients (21.7%) had normal hearing.
Among the other 209 children with hearing loss, 94 patients
(35.2%) were found with mild loss, 75 patients (28.1%) with
moderate loss, 21 patients (7.9%) with severe loss, and 19 patients (7.1%) with profound loss. In addition, we were able to
identify the types of hearing loss in most of our patients. Over
60% of the children identified with hearing loss had conductive loss while about 15% of them had sensorineural loss.
In addition, mixed hearing loss was seen in 17 patients
(8.1%). There were 8 patients whose hearing loss was consistent with auditory neuropathy spectrum disorders. Based
on the available results, the type of hearing loss could not be
determined for the remaining 26 patients. The above findings
are summarized in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
3.3. Identifiable Medical Conditions or Events Associated with
Hearing Loss. By reviewing patients’ medical records, we
identified a number of medical conditions or events that are
known to be associated with hearing loss, as summarized in
Table 4. Over 50% (109 patients) of the patients with hearing
loss were found having OME as a major contributing cause
for hearing losses. There were 21 patients (about 10%) with
syndromic diseases such as CHARGE syndrome and Waardenburg syndrome, in which hearing loss is common. Congenital CMV and meningitis were diagnosed in 13 patients
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Table 2: The distribution of hearing outcomes based on the ABR
test in the operating room.
Degrees of hearing loss
Normal hearing (<25 dB)
Mild loss (25–40 dB)
Moderate loss (41–60 dB)
Severe loss (61–90 dB)
Profound loss (>90 dB)
Total

Number of cases
58
94
75
21
19
267

Percentage
21.7%
35.2%
28.1%
7.9%
7.1%
100%

Table 3: Diﬀerent types of hearing loss found in 209 patients.
Types of hearing loss
Conductive
Sensorineural
Mixed
Auditory Neuropathy
Spectrum Disorders
Undetermined
Total

Number of
cases
126
32
17

Percentage
60.3%
15.3%
8.1%

8

3.9%

26
209

12.4%
100%

Table 4: A list of medical conditions events contributing to hearing
loss. OME: otitis media with eﬀusion; ECMO: extracorporeal membrane oxygenation treatment; CMV: cytomegalovirus infection.
Medical conditions/events
associated with hearing loss
OME
Syndromic diseases
CMV and bacterial meningitis
Metabolic diseases
Ototoxicity
ECMO
Temporal bone/inner ear
structural anomalies
Others
Total

Number of cases

Percentage

109
21
13
9
9
8

52.2%
10.1%
6.2%
4.3%
4.3%
3.8%

7

3.3%

33
209

15.8%
100%

with hearing loss while metabolic diseases were seen in 9
children with hearing loss. There were 9 patients with hearing loss who had a history of chemotherapy and/or antibiotics treatments, which were known to be ototoxic and can
cause significant hearing loss. Moreover, 9 children with
hearing loss previously underwent extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation (ECMO) treatment. Inner ear structural anomalies in the temporal bone, such as enlarged vestibular
aqueduct and malformed cochlea, were found in 9 patients
with hearing loss. Other medical issues, such as neonatal
hypoxia, prematurity, and hyperbilirubinemia, were noted in
the remaining 33 patients with documented hearing loss.
3.4. Possible Factors Aﬀecting the ABR Outcomes in the Operating Room. During our recordings of ABR in the operating
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Table 5: Potential factors aﬀecting ABR outcomes in the operating room.
Potential eﬀects on ABR

Surgical-related factors

Equipment-related factors

Patients’ physiologic and neurologic
status

Surgical procedures
Middle ear eﬀusion
Use of anesthesia medication
Power source
Medical devices used in the operating
room
Patients’ own medical devices
High level background noises
Changes in blood oxygen level, blood
pressures and body temperature, and so
forth.

room, we observed several factors that could aﬀect the outcomes. First, the background noise level in the operating room, in some cases, was extraordinarily high due to the
use of multiple medical devices, which could create elevated ABR thresholds at lower frequencies such as 500 and
1000 Hz. Second, electromagnetic interferences from power
sources, medical equipment in the operating room, and
patients’ own medical devices (such as pacemaker and vagal
nerve stimulator) could degrade ABR responses, which made
the ABR waveforms unclear and diﬃcult to read, resulting in overestimation of hearing loss. Third, the presence
of middle ear fluid could influence the hearing results from
the ABR testing even if the fluid was removed surgically,
more significant in the cases with mucoid than in the cases
with serous eﬀusion. Finally, the ABR could be aﬀected by
patients’ physiological and neurological status which might
be altered by anesthesia medications. These factors are
summarized in Table 5.
3.5. Comparison Analysis. Since the majority of our patients
had OME, we decided to do further analysis on this group
to see if there were any other factors of significance. Among
the 153 children with suspected OME, we were able to collect
pre- and postoperative hearing results in 121 patients. We divided them into three groups based on the procedures they
received in the operating room. Group 1 included 47 patients
(69 ears) who underwent microscopic examination with no
middle ear eﬀusion found; Group 2 included 13 patients (18
ears) who underwent myringotomy only with no tube placement; Group 3 included 61 patients (83 ears) who underwent
myringotomy and tube placement. For patients in Group
1, the averaged hearing threshold from ABR was 3.5 dB
(±3.5) higher than the follow-up audiological evaluation. In
Group 2, the averaged hearing threshold from ABR was
4.0 dB (±3.5) higher than the follow-up audiological evaluation. In Group 3, the averaged hearing threshold of ABR
from the operating room was 9.4 dB (±10.6) higher than
the follow-up audiological evaluation. Comparison analysis
showed that the averaged hearing threshold discrepancy between ABR from the operating room and the follow-up
audiological evaluation was significantly diﬀerent among the
three groups (P < 0.01).

Temporary shift in thresholds
Elevation of thresholds
Poor ABR recording
60 Hz interference on ABR recording
Electromagnetic interferences
Electromagnetic interferences
Elevation of low-frequency ABR thresholds
Poor ABR waveforms, delays in ABR latencies,
and reduction of ABR amplitude.

Although the averaged hearing threshold discrepancies between the ABR from the operating room and the follow-up
audiological evaluation seemed to be relatively small in all
groups, the results varied greatly among patients. Across the
three groups, there were 16 ears that had average hearing
threshold diﬀerence of greater than 20 dB, with the majority
of these ears being patients in Group 3. In all groups,
threshold discrepancy between the ABR from the operating
room and the follow-up audiological evaluation was notably
higher at 1000 Hz than that at 2000 and 4000 Hz.

4. Discussion
One common goal in identification of hearing loss in children among hearing care professionals, including otolaryngologists and audiologists, is making an accurate diagnosis as
early as possible so that children with hearing loss can receive
appropriate treatment and habilitation to avoid delays in
speech and language development. Clinically, audiologists
will choose age-appropriate behavioral evaluation methods
to obtain hearing thresholds. ABR test may be used in certain
cases for diﬃcult-to-test children to estimate their hearing
sensitivity although its value remains debatable among professionals when it is used in the operating room.
Our experience of performing ABR testing in the operating room, as shown in our study, is mostly successful, and our
findings are tremendously valuable in clinical care of pediatric patients with hearing concerns. Not only are we able to
define the hearing status for the most diﬃcult-to-test children with a variety of serious medical issues, but we are also
able to determine the degree and the type of hearing loss for
the majority of the patients. By doing so, we have provided
appropriate recommendations for their much needed treatment and habilitation. At the same time, we also gained more
knowledge of medical conditions and events that are linked
to hearing loss.
While we are confident in the justification of using ABR
in the operating room [14, 15], we remain aware of the recent
clinical studies which have revealed significant discrepancies
between ABR results obtained in the operating room and
the results obtained in the follow-up period. These studies
have raised a concern regarding the validity of ABR outcomes
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obtained in the operating room [11–13]. Therefore, we systematically investigated the ABR results from the operating
room and follow-up audiologic evaluation in a large group
of cases. We found that hearing thresholds obtained from the
ABR tests in the operating room were significantly elevated in
patients who underwent myringotomy plus tube placement.
On the other hand, minimal discrepancies, smaller than 5 dB,
were found in the majority of patients without middle ear
eﬀusion and surgical procedures involved. Our findings also
suggest that the elevated ABR thresholds in the operating
room are most often temporary and usually resolve within a
short time period after their surgery. Mechanisms of the temporary shift in hearing may include (1) the existence of residual fluid in the middle ear space following the surgical procedures; (2) the high-intensity noises created by suction,
which could cause a noise-induced temporary threshold shift
in hearing [11, 16]; (3) swelling and inflammation of the
membranes in the middle ear created by suctioning of fluid
and insertion of ear tubes.
Performing ABR testing in the operating room can be, at
times, a challenge. Through the process of conducting hundreds of ABR tests in the operating room, our audiology staﬀ
has experienced their success and diﬃculties in this task and
our best practice have evolved. Eﬃciency of troubleshooting
adverse ABR recording conditions, for example, eliminating
electromagnetic inferences and minimizing factors or events
that may degrade ABR waveform, has improved among our
audiologists. ABR testing in the operating room, unlike the
behavioral hearing tests, is not a direct measure of patients’
hearing sensitivity. Accordingly, audiologists have to adjust
their routine in explaining the audiologic results, improve
their counseling skills, and provide more appropriate recommendations regarding patients’ hearing loss to their parents.
At last, better coordination and communication with other
medical professionals in the operating room, such as the
nurses, the surgeons, and anesthesiologists, is a key for audiologists to achieve the goal of accurate hearing assessment for
children with complicated medial issues.

5. Conclusion
Based on our study, we have concluded that ABR testing can
be successfully performed in the operating room when interference factors are properly addressed. In fact, hearing thresholds can be accurately estimated based on the outcomes of
ABR conducted in the operating room under the right circumstances, for example, in the absence of middle ear eﬀusion or surgical procedure involved. In addition, the degrees
and the types of hearing loss can be determined in most of
the cases. When myringotomy and tube placement are done
prior to the ABR testing, follow-up hearing evaluation when
the ear is cleared and healthy, either by behavioral tests or by
ABR testing, is necessary to determine a patient’s true hearing thresholds or to confirm the hearing loss established by
the ABR results from the operating room. Caution should
be taken when interpreting the ABR results from the operating room, and appropriate parental counseling must be provided. It has to be noted that there are times in which ABR
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test in the operating room is the only option to assess a child’s
hearing ability.
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